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Study of road environments to contribute to preventing human errors
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Conduct of free mobility project
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Evaluation methods of road scenes and promotion methods for sustainable road scenes
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Research on Road Scene Formation through Citizen Participation
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Study of Policies and Measures for Road Safety
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ߞߚޟ〝ⅣႺ⊛ⷐ࿃ࠆߔࠍޠ߿ޟޔㅢⅣႺߦኻߔࠆ⼂ߩ⺋ࠅߚߞߣޠ〝ߦ㑐ㅪߔࠆੱ⊛ⷐ࿃ࠍߔࠆ
ࠍኻ⽎ߣߒߡ〝ኻ╷ࠍታᣉߔߴ߈ߢࠆߣߣ߽ߦޔᱠ߿㒐⼔ᩋߣߞߚޠࡈ࡞ࠗࠚࡈޟኻ╷ߩታᣉ߽㊀ⷐߢࠆ
ߎߣޔ㧔㧕ኻ╷ታᣉ㑆ߩ⸳ቯߦߚߞߡߪޔᭂ┵ߦᑧ㐳߇⍴㑆ࠍ㒰ᄖߔࠆߎߣ߿ޔᒻᘒ߽〯߹߃ߡ㑆ࠍ⸳ቯ
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To improve effects of the countermeasures in hazardous spots
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ㄭᐕߩㅢߩᱫ⠪ᢙߪᷫዋะߦࠆ߇ޔ⊒↢ઙᢙߪଐὼߣߒߡჇടะߦࠆ⁁ߥ߁ࠃߩߎޕᴫߩਛߢޔᐔᚑ
8 ᐕᐲ߆ࠄ 14 ᐕᐲ߹ߢታᣉߒߚᄙ⊒ὐ✕ᕆኻ╷ᬺߢߪోߣߒߡᄢ߈ߥᛥᱛലᨐ߇ߞߚޕᓟߐࠄߦㅢ
ోኻ╷ࠍല₸⊛ޔലᨐ⊛ߦታᣉߒߡߊߚߦߪޔ⊒↢ⷐ࿃ߩ⑼ቇ⊛ߥಽᨆߦၮߠߊኻ╷ߩ┙᩺ߦᔅⷐߥ⍮ࡁ࠙ࡂ
࠙ࠍචಽ⫾Ⓧߒߩߘޔᖱႎࠍൻߒߡߊߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆޕ
ߎߩߚᧄ⎇ⓥߢߪޔෂ㒾▎ᚲߥߤኻ╷ࠍታᣉߒߚ▎ᚲߩኻ╷┙᩺߆ࠄ⹏ଔ߹ߢߩㆊ⒟ߦ߅ߌࠆ࠺࠲ޔᬌ⸛⚿ᨐ╬
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ࠗࡦᣇᴺ㧔Web ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ㧕ߦࠃߞߡⴕߞߚߩࠬࡌ࠲࠺ᧄޕㆇ↪ߦࠃࠅޔ〝▤ℂ⠪ߦࠃࠆኻ╷ᬌ⸛ޔᬺ▤ℂ߇ല₸⊛
ߦⴕࠊࠇࠆߣߣ߽ߦޔኻ╷ലᨐߩಽᨆ߿⾌↪ኻലᨐ╬ߩ⺞ᩏ⎇ⓥߦᓎ┙ߟߎߣ߇ᦼᓙߐࠇࠆޕ
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Study on road network management from a viewpoint of road safety
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ᢱ〝ߩᢱ㊄ࠍᒢജ⊛ߦᄌᦝߒ⥸৻ޔ〝߆ࠄᢱ〝߳ㅢߩォ឵ࠍଦㅴߔࠆߎߣߦࠃߞߡ⥸৻ޔ〝߿ᢱ〝ߩᣢ
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〝ߦߟߡޔᢱ㊄ഀᒁ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆ೨ߣታᣉਛߩㅢ㊂ޔ࠺࠲ࠍಽᨆߒޔ〝ࡀ࠶࠻ࡢࠢߩᦨㆡ↪ߦࠃࠆ
ᷫലᨐࠍࠄ߆ߦߔࠆߎߣࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߡታᣉߒߚޕ
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Research on rational winter road and winter sidewalk management standards
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ଐሽ߇㜞߹ࠅ⥄ޔഥᗧ⼂ߪ⭯ࠇߡ߈ߡࠆߣ⸒ࠊࠇߡࠆߦࠇߎޕኻߒߡޔ〝▤ℂ⠪ߢߪゞߣᱠߩ⏕ߥ▤ℂၮḰ
߇ߥߊޔరⷐᦸߥߤߦ߽ᔕߓࠆߚࠅࠃޔ㜞᳓Ḱߢ▤ℂࠍታⴕߔࠆะ߇ࠆߎߣ߆ࠄᬺ⾌ߩ㜞㛛߇㗴ߣߥߞߡ
ࠆ⺞ᧄޕᩏߢߪ▤ޔℂၮḰࠍ↪ߚ㔐ኙᬺߩታᣉࠍ⋡ᜰߒޔၞ߿〝ߩ․ᕈߦᔕߓߚㆡಾߥࠨࡆࠬࠍឭଏߔࠆߚߩ
ゞߣᱠߩ᳓Ḱ⸳ቯߩ⠨߃ᣇࠍ߹ߣࠆ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
 ᐕᐲߪޔゞߦ㑐ߒߡߪߩⴕޔ〝㒰㔐⸘↹ߦၮߠߊ↹⸘ޟψᬺታᣉ▤ߩޠℂᚻᴺ߆ࠄ⋡ᮡ㆐ᚑဳߩ㒰㔐ᵴേߩ
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Study on safety measures for the pedestrian by use of ITS
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Study on the construction of the walking network for free mobility
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㧞㧚㧝㧚㧠 ޣᣇᢛዪ╬ଐ㗬⚻⾌ޤ
㧔㧝㧝㧕ㅢ࠺࠲╬ߦࠃࠆⷐ࿃ߩಽᨆ
Evaluation of Road Safety Facilities using Road Traffic Accident Database
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Study on Road Traffic Environments for Various Road Users
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Research on winter sidewalk management
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The corroborative experiment was conducted under the environment of the ubiquitous place
information system built in Kobe-city, and the technical-specification was adjusted based on result of
the experiment.
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ᓟߦᱷߔ⟤ߒ࿖ߠߊࠅߩߚߩ⹏ଔᬺផㅴᚻᴺ
Evaluation methods of road scenes and promotion methods for sustainable road scenes
㧔⎇ⓥᦼ㑆 ᐔᚑ 16㨪17 ᐕᐲ㧕

〝⎇ⓥㇱ 〝ⓨ㑆㜞ᐲൻ⎇ⓥቶ              ቶ㐳 ጟ ㇌ᒾ
Road Department
                    Head Kunihiko Oka
Advanced Road Design and Safety Division          ਥછ⎇ⓥቭ 㜞ች ㅴ
                           Senior Researcher Susumu Takamiya
Infrastructure provision projects will include consideration of scenery in future. And concern
for road scenes will also be considered in road projects. So it is important to summarize views and
methods for forming fine road scenes and to improve roads along them. And it is also essential to
summarize how to evaluate road scenes. In this study, examples of fine road scenes were surveyed
and a document that summarized them was discussed.
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It is important to make a consensus among citizens before road construction, and many kinds
of consensus were built according to various kinds of road projects. However, there are not so many
cases of consensus on road scene. In this study, the main point that should have been considered
about a consensus making concerning road scene improvement was compiled, and a guideline was
made.
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In this study present state of road traffic accident in Japan was investigated in order to make
policies and measures for road safety. The road traffic accident data were analyzed if necessary, and
the accident that the measure had to target, the accident that had to be dealt with by the road side, and
the method of selecting accident black spot was examined.
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⠪ᢙ㧔એਅޔᱫ⠪ᢙഀว㧕߇ૐᣇ߆ࠄ 6 ߢࠆ߽

 ᧄ⎇ⓥߪޔᰴᦼ▎ᐕ⸘↹߳ߩᤋ߽ᔨ㗡ߦ߅ߡޔ

ߩߩޔᱠⴕ⠪ߩᱫ⠪ᢙഀวߪ 21 ⥄ޔォゞߪ 24 ߣ

ㅢోᣉ╷ߩᣇะᕈࠍᬌ⸛ߒߚ߽ߩߢࠆޕ

⧐ߒߊߥ⁁ᴫߦࠆߎߣ߇ࠊ߆ߞߚޕ



 ৻ᣇޔᱫ்⠪ᢙߩౝ⸶ߣޔၞߦࠃࠆᏅࠍಽᨆߒߚ

㨇⎇ⓥౝኈ㨉

ߣߎࠈޔᄢㇺᏒ㧔DID ੱญഀว 70%એ㧕ߢߪᱠⴕ

 ో࿖⊛ߥ⊒↢⁁ᴫࠍᛠីߔࠆߚߦޔ࿖ౝᄖߩ

ਛ⥄ォゞਸ਼↪ਛߩੱญߚࠅߩᱫ்⠪ᢙ㧔એਅޔᱫ

࠺࠲╬ࠍ↪ߡᔅⷐߥಽᨆࠍⴕޔਅ⸥ߩᬌ⸛

்⠪ഀว㧕߇㜞߽ߩߩޔᣇㇱ㧔DID ੱญഀว 50%

ࠍታᣉߒߚޕ

ᧂḩ㧕ߢߪᐙ✢〝ߩ⥄േゞਸ਼ゞਛߩᱫ்⠪ഀว߇㜞

㧔1㧕ᣉ╷ߩኻ⽎ߣߔߴ߈ߦ㑐ߔࠆᬌ⸛

㧔-1㧕
ޕએߩ⚿ᨐ߆ࠄޔᄢㇺᏒߢߪᱠⴕ⠪߿⥄

 ߪ⏕₸⽎ߣߪ߃৻ޔ᭽ߦ⊒↢ߒߡࠆࠊߌ

ォゞߩኻ╷ࠍ㊀ⷞߔߴ߈ߢࠆ߇⥄ޔേゞߦ

ߢߪߥߊޔၞ߿ᴪ⁁ᴫޔ〝⁁ᴫޔᒰ⠪ߦࠃߞ

ߟߡ߽シⷞߔߴ߈ߣߪ߃ߕߦ․ޔᣇㇱߢߪᐙ✢

ߡ⊒↢⁁ᴫߦ㆑߇ࠄࠇࠆ⁁↢⊒ߩߎޕᴫߩ㆑ࠍ

〝ߦ߅ߌࠆ⥄േゞߩኻ╷ࠍ㊀ⷞߔߴ߈ߢࠆޕ

ቯ㊂⊛ߦᛠីߒߦ․ޔᣉ╷ߩኻ⽎ߣߔߴ߈ߦߟ
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ߡ⠨ኤࠍⴕߞߚޕ

ᐙ✢〝
↢ᵴ〝
ᱠⴕਛ
ᱠⴕਛ
⥄േゞਸ਼
⥄േゞਸ਼
⥄ォゞਸ਼
⥄ォゞਸ਼
ゞਛ
ゞਛ
↪ਛ
↪ਛ

㧔2㧕〝ߢታᣉߔߴ߈ኻ╷ߦ㑐ߔࠆᬌ⸛
 ኻ╷ߪ〝ߛߌߢߢ߈ࠆ߽ߩߢߪߥߊੱޔ
ゞߘࠇߙࠇߩⷰὐ߆ࠄࠇߙࠇߘߪࠆޔㅪ៤ߒ
ߡኻ╷ࠍታᣉߒߥߌࠇ߫ߥࠄߥޕⷐ࿃߿ኻ╷ല
ᨐࠍ㓸⸘ߒޔ〝ߢታᣉߔߴ߈ኻ╷ࠍᢛℂߒߚޕ
㧔3㧕ኻ╷ታᣉ▎ᚲߩㆬቯߦ㑐ߔࠆᬌ⸛

ᄢㇺᏒ
㧔&+&ੱญഀวએ㧕
ᣇࡉࡠ࠶ࠢ⋵╬
㧔&+&ੱญഀว㨪㧕
ᣇㇱ
㧔&+&ੱญഀวᧂḩ㧕
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 〝ߩኻ╷㧔ࡂ࠼ኻ╷㧕ࠍታᣉߔࠆ႐วోޔ
〝ߩో㑆ߢኻ╷ࠍታᣉߔࠆߣ߁ࠊߌߦߪ߆ߥޕ

 ᰴߦޔᐕ㦂ߩ⊒↢⁁ᴫࠍಽᨆߒߚߣߎࠈޔᱠ

ో࿖ 3,956 ▎ᚲߩෂ㒾▎ᚲኻ╷ታᣉ▎ᚲ㧔એਅޔ

ⴕਛ߅ࠃ߮⥄ォゞਸ਼↪ਛߦߟߡޔᱫ⠪ᢙߦභࠆ㜞

㧙㧙

㦂⠪ߩഀว߇ᭂߡ㜞ޔㄭᐕჇടߒߡ߅ࠅ㧔࿑-1ޔ

்㧕ߩഀว߇⚂ 1 ഀૐਅ㧔-3㧕ߔࠆ߁ࠃߩߎޕ

࿑-2㧕
ߚ߹ޔᱫ்⠪ഀว߇⧯ᐕጀߣ㜞㦂⠪ጀߦ߅ߡ㜞

ߥኻ╷ߪߡߒ↢⊒߇ࠛࡦࡑࡘࡅߩࡃࠗ࠼ޔ

㧔࿑-3㧕
ޔߡߞ߇ߚߒޕᱠⴕ⠪⥄ォゞኻ╷ߦ߅

߽ߦ⥋ࠄߥࠃ߁ߪࠆޔߩ㊀ᐲࠍૐਅߐ

ߡߪ⧯ޔᐕጀߣ㜞㦂⠪ጀߩⷰὐࠍ㊀ⷞߔߴ߈ߢࠆޕ

ߖࠆࠃ߁ߥኻ╷ߢࠅࡈ࡞ࠗࠚࡈߚߒ߁ߎޔኻ╷

㧔2㧕〝ߢታᣉߔߴ߈ኻ╷ߦ㑐ߔࠆᬌ⸛

߽ޔ〝ኻ╷ߣߒߡ㊀ⷐߢࠆޕ
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એ
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㨪
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એ
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㜞㦂⠪䋨㪍㪌ᱦએ䋩

㪊㪃㪇㪇㪇

㘃ဳ

㪉㪃㪌㪇㪇
㪉㪃㪇㪇㪇
㪈㪃㪌㪇㪇

̪H11 ࡦࠨࠬ㑆ౝߢᱠ⸳⟎㑆߇ 8 ഀએࠍޟᱠ
ࠅޔޠ2 ഀᧂḩࠍޟᱠߥߒߚߒߣޠ

㪈㪃㪇㪇㪇
㪌㪇㪇
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࿑-1 㜞㦂㕖㜞㦂ᱫ⠪ᢙ⚻ᐕᄌൻ㧔ᱠⴕ⠪㧕
ᱫ⠪ᢙ䋨ੱ䋩
㪈㪃㪉㪇㪇
㕖㜞㦂⠪䋨㪇䌾㪍㪋ᱦ䋩
㜞㦂⠪䋨㪍㪌ᱦએ䋩

㪈㪃㪇㪇㪇
㪏㪇㪇
㪍㪇㪇

㧔3㧕ኻ╷ታᣉ▎ᚲߩㆬቯߦ㑐ߔࠆᬌ⸛

㪋㪇㪇

 ෂ㒾▎ᚲߩ⁁ᴫࠍಽᨆߔࠆߣޔԘᭂ┵ߦ㑆㐳

㪉㪇㪇

߇⍴ࠁ߃ߦⴕบࠠࡠ߇ᭂ┵ߦዊߐߥ୯ߣߥࠅ⚿ޔ
ᨐޔ₸㧔ⴕบࠠࡠߚࠅߩઙᢙ㧕߇㜞ߊߥ

㪇
㪟㪉

㪟㪊

㪟㪋

㪟㪌

㪟㪍

㪟㪎

㪟㪏

㪟㪐

㪟㪈㪇

㪟㪈㪈

㪟㪈㪉

㪟㪈㪊

㪟㪈㪋

㪟㪈㪌

㪟㪈㪍

ߞߡࠆ▎ᚲ߇ሽ㧔࿑-4㧕
ޔԙ㘶㈬╬߇ᄙߊޔኻ╷น

࿑-2 㜞㦂㕖㜞㦂ᱫ⠪ᢙ⚻ᐕᄌൻ㧔⥄ォゞ㧕

⢻ߥ߇ዋߥ႐ว߇ࠆ⺖߁ߣޔ㗴߇ሽߒߡ
ࠆߎߣ߇ࠊ߆ߞߚޔߪࠄࠇߎޕෂ㒾▎ᚲ⸳ቯᣇ





⥄ォゞਸ਼↪ਛ
ᱠⴕਛ

ᴺ߇ߔࠆਅ⸥ߩ․ᓽߦ࿃ߔࠆޕ
㑆⸳ቯ㧦න〝㑆ߪᏅὐߢಽഀߐࠇࠆ㧔㐳




㑆ߪ৻ቯ㑆㐳㧔200㨪1,000m㧕ߢಽഀ㧕
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ߔࠆߎߣޔ߮ԙᒻᘒ߽〯߹߃ߡኻ╷น⢻▎ᚲࠍ
ㆬቯߔࠆߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ
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1010▎ᚲ

13107▎ᚲ


  ₸ 㧔 ઙ ం บ ࠠ

 ࠺࠲ߩޟⷐ࿃ޔߣࠆࠍޠ
ⷐ⊛ੱޟ࿃ߩޠ
߁ߜޟㅢⅣႺߦኻߔࠆ⼂ߩ⺋ࠅߚߞߣޠ〝ߦ
㑐ㅪߔࠆⷐ࿃ࠍߔࠆ߽ߩ߿✢ޔᒻਇ⦟߿ⷞ⇇㓚ኂߣ





ᱫ்ߩ 7.8%ޔᱫߩ 15.5%ࠍභࠆߎߣ߇




ࠊ߆ߞߚߚߒ߁ߎޕߦߟߡߪޔㅢߒᡷ⦟߿✢
ߘߩઁߩߦኻߒߡ߽⥄߿ੱޔേゞߣㅪ៤ߒߚኻ

ᐔဋᱫ்₸
90.87䋨ઙ/ంบ䉨䊨䋩



ߞߚޟ〝ⅣႺ⊛ⷐ࿃ࠆߔࠍޠࠍวࠊߖࠆߣޔ

ᒻᡷ⦟ߥߤߩ〝ኻ╷ࠍታᣉߔߴ߈ߢࠆޔߚ߹ޕ

ᐔဋᱫ்₸
375.0䋨ઙ/ంบ䉨䊨䋩
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࿑-4 ෂ㒾▎ᚲන〝㑆ᑧ㐳ߣᱫ்₸ߩ㑐ଥ
㧔ජ⪲⋵H10㨪13㧕

╷߇ᔅⷐߢࠆߎߣߪ⸒߁߹ߢ߽ߥޕ

㨇ᚑᨐߩᵴ↪㨉

 ৻ᣇޔᱠ߇ࠆ႐วߪߥ႐วߣᲧセߒߡޔኻ㕙

 ㅙᰴᧄ⋭ߦឭ᩺ߒޔㅢోᣉ╷߳ߩᤋࠍ⋡ᜰߒ

⢛㕙ㅢⴕਛߩ߇⚂ 8 ഀૐਅ㧔-2㧕ߒޔ㒐⼔ᩋ߇

ߟߟ⼏⺰ࠍㅴߡࠆޔߚ߹ޕᚑᨐߩ৻ㇱߪ߇⋭ᧄޔ

ࠆ႐วߪߥ႐วߣᲧセߒߡޔ㊀ᄢ㧔ᱫ㊀

␠ળ⾗ᧄ╷ክ⼏ળ〝ಽ⑼ળၮᧄ╷ㇱળߦߡႎ๔ޕ

㧙㧙

ෂ㒾▎ᚲోኻ╷ߦࠃࠆᬺലᨐߩะ
To Improve effects of the countermeasures in hazardous spots
㧔⎇ⓥᦼ㑆 ᐔᚑ 15㨪18 ᐕᐲ㧕
 〝⎇ⓥㇱ〝ⓨ㑆㜞ᐲൻ⎇ⓥቶ 


ቶ   㐳      
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        Head 
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ਥછ⎇ⓥቭ      
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                        Guest Research Engineer

ጟ ㇌ᒾ
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ㄭ⮮ ਭੑ
Hisaji Kondo

In this research, in order to accumulate the information about planning and evaluation of the
road safety measures, the system of the accident countermeasures data base was built. By utilizing
this system, road administrators are enabled to acquire the information about the countermeasures in
main hazardous spots, and examination of their countermeasures will be performed more efficiently.
ߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߔࠆߎߣࠍ⠨ᘦߒߚޕ

㨇⎇ⓥ⋡⊛߮⚻✲㨉
ㄭᐕߩㅢߩᱫ⠪ᢙߪᷫዋะߦࠆ߇ޔ

(3)ᬌ⚝㑛ⷩ࠺࠲ᯏ⢻ߩ⸳ቯ

⊒↢ઙᢙߪଐὼߣߒߡჇടะߦࠆ⁁ߥ߁ࠃߩߎޕ

ᬌ⚝ᯏ⢻╬ߦߟߡߪޔኻ╷ᬌ⸛╬ߦ߅ߌࠆᐢ

ᴫߩਛߢޔᐔᚑ 8 ᐕᐲ߆ࠄ 14 ᐕᐲ߹ߢታᣉߒߚ

ⷞὐ߆ࠄ⍮ࠍߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߦߔࠆߚޔᄙߊߩᖱ

ᄙ⊒ὐ✕ᕆኻ╷ᬺߢߪోߣߒߡᄢ߈ߥᛥᱛ

ႎ㗄⋡ࠍᬌ⚝ኻ⽎ߣߒߚޕ

ലᨐ߇ߞߚޕ

2㧚ൻߩᬌ⸛

ߎࠇ߹ߢߩㅢోኻ╷ᬺߩ⺖㗴ߪޔ⊒↢ⷐ

(1)ᣇᴺߩㆬቯ

࿃ߩ⑼ቇ⊛ߥಽᨆߦၮߠߊኻ╷ߩ┙᩺ߦᔅⷐߥ⍮

 ࿖ޔㇺᐭ⋵ޔᏒߩฦ〝▤ℂ⠪ߢᖱႎࠍ

ࡁ࠙ࡂ࠙߇චಽ⫾Ⓧߐࠇߡߥߎߣ߇ⷐ࿃ߩ৻ߟߣ

ൻߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕൻߦߚߞߡߪ࠺࠲ߩ৻ర

ߐࠇߡࠆޕᓟߩㅢోኻ╷ࠍല₸⊛ޔലᨐ⊛ߦ

▤ℂᦝ࠲࠺ޔᣂߩහᤨᕈޔ↪⠪ߩᄢൻ߳ኻᔕߥ

ታᣉߒߡߊߚߦߪޔᄙ⊒ὐ✕ᕆኻ╷ᬺߥ

ߤߦఝᕈ߇ࠆࠝࡦࠗࡦᣇᴺ㧔Web ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ㧕ߦ

ߤߦ߅ߌࠆኻ╷ᬌ⸛ߦ߅ߡᓧߚᖱႎࠍൻߒߡ

ࠃߞߡⴕߞߚޕ
ߚߛߒജᯏ⢻ߦߟߡߪࠖ࠹ࡘࠠޔኻ╷߿ㅢ

ߊߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆޕ
ߎߩߚᧄ⎇ⓥߢߪޔኻ╷ࠍታᣉߒߚ▎ᚲߩኻ╷ߩ

ା⽶⩄߇ᄢ߈ߊߥࠆߎߣࠍ⠨ᘦߒޔ࿁ߪࠝࡦࠗࡦ

┙᩺߆ࠄ⹏ଔ߹ߢߩㆊ⒟ߦ߅ߌࠆ࠺࠲ޔᬌ⸛⚿ᨐ╬

ൻߒߥߎߣߣߒߚޕ

ߩᖱႎࠍ⫾Ⓧߔࠆ࠺࠲ࡌࠬࠍ᭴▽ߒߩߘޔൻ

(2)ࠠࡘ࠹ࠖኻ╷
ᬌ⚝㑛ⷩᯏ⢻╬ߩࠝࡦࠗࡦൻߦߚߞߡޔ

ࠍⴕߞߚޕ
㨇⎇ⓥౝኈ㨉

ࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߳ߩਇᱜߥࠕࠢࠬ╬ߦኻᔕߔࠆࠠࡘ࠹

1㧚࠺࠲ࡌࠬࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߩᬌ⸛

ࠖኻ╷ࠍⴕߞߚ▤࠲࠺ޕℂߩࠠࡘ࠹ࠖߪฦ〝

(1)࠺࠲ജ㗄⋡ߩ⸳ቯ

▤ℂ⠪ߦ ID ߣࡄࠬࡢ࠼ࠍ⸳ቯߒ▤ޔℂߔࠆᯏ⢻ࠍ⚵

ജߔࠆ࠺࠲ߩ㗄⋡ߦߟߡߪޔㆊߦⴕߞߚ
ᄙ⊒ὐߦ㑐ߔࠆ⺞ᩏߩ㗄⋡ࠍ߽ߣߦޟࠍࠄࠇߎޔ

ߺㄟࠎߛޕ
(3)࠺࠲ജࠪࠬ࠹ࡓߩᬌ⸛

ㅢኻ╷⹏ଔࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞ߩޠౝኈߦၮߠߡޔ

࠺࠲ࡌࠬ߳⫾Ⓧߔࠆᖱႎߦߟߡߪޔෂ㒾

ᛥኻ╷೨ߩኻ╷┙᩺ᤨߦᔅⷐߥ߽ߩ߮ኻ╷ᓟߩ

▎ᚲ 3,956 ▎ᚲ߅ࠃ߮ᄙ⊒ὐ 557 ▎ᚲࠍၮᧄߣ

ኻ╷ലᨐ⹏ଔᤨߦᔅⷐߥ߽ߩߦᢛℂߒߚޕ

ߒߚߢޔછᗧߩኻ╷ታᣉ▎ᚲߦኻߒ⚂ 2 ਁ▎ᚲಽࠍ

(2)࠺࠲ജᯏ⢻ߩ⸳ቯ
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Study on road network management from a viewpoint of road safety
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By changing the charge of a toll road flexibly, the experiment which traffic converts into a toll
road is conducted. The accident reduction effect by road network management became clear by the
analysis of traffic and accident data of the road which is parallel with the road where charge discount
was carried out.
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This research project summarizes concepts applied to establish rational winter road and winter
sidewalk management standards corresponding regional and road traffic characteristics in order to
switch to winter road and winter sidewalk management based on a specific standard.
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Ბ㓏ߢ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆᜰᮡ㧔᩺㧕ߩ⸳ቯࠗࡔࠫߣ⹏

ࠃ߁ߦ㒠㔐ᷓ߇ 5㨪10cm ߩ႐วߦߪ㒰㔐ᬺࠍⴕ߁

ଔ߮ᵴ↪ᣇᴺࠍ-2 ߦ߹ߣࠆޕᓟߪࠍࠄࠇߎޔ

ߎߣߦߥߞߡࠆ߇৻ޔᐲᬺࠍ⚳ࠊߞߚ〝㕙ߦߟ

߽ߣߦၞߦߞߚ⋡ᮡ⸳ቯ߮▤ℂߩታⴕࠍ⹜ⴕߔ

ߡߩ⛮⛯߿ౣേߦ㑐ߔࠆၮḰߦߟߡߪ⏕ߦߪߥ

ࠆߎߣߢ⸳ߪߕ߹ޔቯߐࠇߚ⋡ᮡࠍᔅߕ⋡ᜰߔߴ߈⋡

ߞߡ߅ࠄߕ⽶⺧ޔᬺ⠪ߩ⚻㛎ߦ߹߆ߐࠇߡࠆߩ߇ታ

ᮡߣߒߡᝒ߃ߕߦޔ〝▤ℂ⠪ߣ⺧⽶ᬺ⠪㑆ߢ್ᢿߩ

ᘒߢߞߚޔߡߞ߇ߚߒޕ㧞ࠨࠗࠢ࡞⋡એ㒠ߩ〝㕙ߩ

ᣇ߿ᬺߩ߿ࠅᣇߥߤࠍද⼏ߒߥ߇ࠄᡷༀߒ⋡ޔᮡ

߇ࠅࡌ࡞ߦ⌕⋡ߒޔ㧞ࠨࠗࠢ࡞⋡એ㒠ߩേ▤

ߩౣ⸳ቯࠍⴕ߁ࠃ߁ߥߎߣࠍታ〣ߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕ

ℂߩࡑࡀࠫࡔࡦ࠻߇น⢻߆ߤ߁߆ࠍᬌ⸛ߒߚޕታ㓙ߦ
〝▤ℂ⠪ߦ᳇⽎᧦ઙ߮〝㕙⁁ᘒᲤߩേ್ᢿࠍ⏕
ߒߚߣߎࠈ-1 ߦ␜ߔ⚿ᨐߣߥߞߚޔߒߛߚޕታ㓙

(2)ᱠߦ㑐ߒߡ
1)⁁ߩᱠ㒰㔐⸘↹

ߦߪߩ〝㕙⁁ᘒߛߌߢߪߥߊᤨࠆߔߣ࠻࠶ࠥ࠲ޔ

 ฦߩᱠ㒰㔐⸘↹ߩౝኈ߮╷ቯᚻ㗅ߥߤࠍ⺞

㑆Ꮺߢߤߩࠃ߁ߥ〝㕙߇ᗐቯߐࠇࠆߩ߆ߦߟߡ߽⠨

ᩏߒߚߣߎࠈޔ㔐ߺߜ⸘↹ࠍၮᧄߦၞ߿ઁߩ〝

߃ߡേߩ್ᢿࠍߒߡࠆߣߩߎߣߢߞߚޕ

▤ℂ⠪ߣㅪ៤ߒߡ㒰㔐ߩ⸘↹ࠍᚑߒߡࠆၞ߽

 ࡕ࠺࡞Ꮏߦ߅ߌࠆേ್ᢿ
᳇⽎᧦ઙ
㒠㔐ਛ
ᒁ⛯߈㒠㔐
㧔ᒝ㧕

㒠㔐ਛ
ᒁ⛯߈㒠㔐
㧔ਛ㧕

〝㕙⁁ᘒ

ၮᧄ⊛ߦ㒠㔐ᒝᐲ߇ᒝᤨ
ߦߪേࠍߔࠆ

⊕ン

㊂߇ᄙᱠࠍኻ⽎ߦ㒰㔐ߒߡࠆၞ߿▤ޔロߔ
ࠆޕฦߩᱠ㒰㔐ߪ↹⸘ޔᲑ㓏߆ࠄฦߩ〝✢
ߣߒߡߩᕈᩰ߿ᖱࠍᤋߒߚ߽ߩߣߥߞߡ߅ࠅޔ

ࠪࡖࡌ࠶࠻
㔐

1㨪3cm

േߒߥ

㔐

3cmએ

േ

⊕ン

1㨪3cm

േߒߥ

 ⁁ߩᱠ㒰㔐⸘↹ߪޔ㒢ࠄࠇߚੱຬ߿ᯏ᪾╬ߩ

⊕ン

3cmએ

േ

ਛߢ⸘↹ߐࠇߚ߽ߩߢࠅޔ႐ߩታᖱߦߞߚ߽

᭽ሶࠍߺࠆ

ฦߢߘࠇߙࠇ⇣ߥࠆ⸘↹ߣߥߞߡߚޕ
2)ࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞ߣ▤ℂࡌ࡞

ߩߢߪࠆ߇ޔᱠߩ↪⁁ᴫ߿ᴪ⁁ᴫߥߤߦᔕ

㔐

1㨪3cm

േߒߥ

㔐

3cmએ

േ

⊕ン

1㨪3cm

േߒߥ

⊕ン

3cmએ

േ

߿ࡃࠕࡈߥߤߩᄙ᭽ߥ࠾࠭߿ޔၞߩⷐᦸ

᭽ሶࠍߺࠆ

ߥߤ߽〯߹߃ߚ⸘↹⊛ߥ㒰㔐ࠍⴕߞߡߊߚߦߪޔ

ࠪࡖࡌ࠶࠻

⊕ン
ࠪࡖࡌ࠶࠻

ߓߡޔ↪⠪ߩⷞὐߦ߅ߡ⸘↹ߐࠇߚ߽ߩߦߪ
߹ࠅߥߞߡߥߣ⸒߃ࠆޔߡߞࠃޕᓟޔ㜞㦂ൻ

↪⠪ߩⷞὐߦၮߠߊࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞ࠍ᳃ߩℂ⸃

㔐
㒠㔐ߥߒ

↹ߪ߽ߚߕߦ▤ロߔࠆ〝✢ౝߩㅢቇ〝ߣᱠⴕ⠪ㅢ
ࠆ〝✢ౝߩᱠ⸳⟎㑆ࠍోߡ㒰㔐ߒߡࠆၞ߽

㔐

ࠪࡖࡌ࠶࠻

㒠㔐ਛ
ᒁ⛯߈㒠㔐
㧔ᱛߺߘ߁㧕

േ್ᢿ

ࠆ߇ޔၞ߿ઁߩ〝▤ℂ⠪ߣㅪ៤ߒߚ㒰㔐ߩ⸘

ၮᧄ⊛ߦ㒠ࠅᱛࠎߛࠄޔ
േߪߒߥ

ࠍᓧߡฦၞߢ⸳ቯߒࠍࠇߘޔታߔࠆߚߩ▤ℂ
ࡌ࡞ߣ▤ℂᚻᴺࠍฦ〝▤ℂ⠪߿᳃දജ⠪╬߇

㧙㧙



ᜰᮡ㧔᩺㧕ߩ⸳ቯࠗࡔࠫߣ⹏ଔ߮ᵴ↪ᣇᴺ

⋡ᮡ

േ
䈮
㑐
䈜
䉎
⋡
ᮡ
〝
㑐㕙
䈜䈱
䉎
⋡
ᮡ䉍
䈮

䉝
䉡
䊃
䉦
䊛
䈮
㑐
䈜
䉎
⋡
ᮡ

ᜰᮡ䇭䋨᩺䋩
㒠㔐㊂
㒠㔐⚳ੌᤨ㑆

᳓Ḱ⸳ቯ䉟䊜䊷䉳

⸘᷹䊂䊷䉺

ᤤ䇭䂾㪺㫄䌾䂾㪺㫄䈪േ
ᄛ䇭䂾㪺㫄䌾䂾㪺㫄䈪േ
㒠㔐⚳ੌᓟ䂾䋨䉰䉟䉪䊦䉺䉟䊛䋩ᤨ㑆
એౝ䈮㒰㔐ቢੌ

㒠㔐㊂
㒰㔐⚳ੌᤨ㑆
ゞⓍ㔐ᷓ

䊂䊷䉺ขᓧᣇᴺ

⹏ଔ䈶ᵴ↪ᣇᴺ

䊁䊧䊜䊷䉺

䊂䊷䉺ขᓧ⋥ᓟ䇮䊥䉝䊦䉺䉟䊛⸘᷹䊶⹏
ଔ䇯⋡ᮡ᳓Ḱ䈱䈱ਛ䈪Ꮏో䈱
㒰㔐ᬺᣣႎ
⁁ᴫ䉕ൊ᩺䈚േ䈚䈩䈇䉎䈎䉕⹏ଔ䈜
䉎䇯
Ꮌ࿁╬䈪䈱ᚻേ⸘᷹ 䋨䊂䊷䉺ขᓧ䈏ᣣႎ䈱႐ว䈮䈲䇮ᣣႎ
䈫䊁䊧䊜䊷䉺䇮᳇⽎ᖱႎ䇮㪚㪚㪫㪭╬䉕Ყ
セ䈚䈩⏕䉕䈜䉎䋩
䊁䊧䊜䊷䉺䊶᳇⽎੍᷹

〝㕙Ⓧ㔐

䂾㪺㫄䌾䂾㪺㫄એ䈪േ

㒠㔐㊂

ᤨ㑆䂾䌾䂾㪺㫄એ䈏⛮⛯

〝㕙㔐㜞

䂾㪺㫄䌾䂾㪺㫄એਅ

㤥ン㪆⊕ンၳ䉏ᷓ

䂾㪺㫄䌾䂾㪺㫄એਅ

䉲䊞䊷䊔䉾䊃㔐䈱
Ⓧ㔐ᷓ

䂾㪺㫄䌾䂾㪺㫄એਅ

㤥〝㕙⏕₸

䂾䌾䂾䋦એ

ᣏⴕㅦᐲ

ή㔐ᦼ䈱䂾䋦એ

ᣏⴕㅦᐲ

䊃䊤䊐䉞䉾䉪䉦䉡䊮䉺

ਸ਼䉍ᔃ

ਇᔟᜰᢙ䂾䋦એਅ

ਇᔟᜰᢙ

䊌䊃䊨䊷䊦䊶䊝䊆䉺䊷

ᠲᕈ

ンជ䉏䂾䌾䂾䌣䌭એਅ

〝ㅢ䈱ቯᤨ

ㅢᯏ㑐䈱ㆃᑧ₸䂾䋦એਅ
䋨ή㔐ᦼ䈫Ყセ䈚䈩䋩

౻ᦼઙᢙ

೨ᐕᐲᲧ䂾䌾䂾䋦

⧰ᖱઙᢙ

೨ᐕᐲᲧ䂾䌾䂾䋦

↪⠪ḩ⿷ᐲ

೨ᐕᐲᲧ䂾䋦એ

ᤨ㑆㒠㔐㊂

䊂䊷䉺ขᓧ⋥ᓟ䇮䊥䉝䊦䉺䉟䊛⸘᷹䊶⹏
ゞ䈱㔐㜞 Ꮌ࿁╬䈪䈱ᚻേ⸘᷹ ଔ䇯⋡ᮡ᳓Ḱ䈱䈱ਛ䈪Ꮏో䈱
⁁ᴫ䉕ൊ᩺䈚േ䈚䈩䈇䉎䈎䉕⹏ଔ䈜
ゞ䈱ンជ䉏ᷓ Ꮌ࿁╬䈪䈱ᚻേ⸘᷹ 䉎䇯
ゞ䈱䉲䊞䊷
Ꮌ࿁╬䈪䈱ᚻേ⸘᷹ 䉁䈢䇮䇸㤥〝㕙䉕䂾䋦એ䉕౻ᦼ䉲䊷
䊔䉾䊃㔐䈱Ⓧ㔐ᷓ
䉵䊮䈪⏕䈜䉎䇹䈫䈇䈉䈮䇮〝㕙䈱
ᑧ㐳䂾㫄↹䈱 Ꮌ࿁╬䈪䈱⋡ⷞ
䉍⋡ᮡ䉕䈵䈫䉲䊷䉵䊮න䈪೨ᐕᐲ䈫
㤥〝㕙₸ 㪚㪚㪫㪭
Ყセ䈜䉎⹏ଔ䉅䈅䉎䇯

ゞ䈱ンជ䉏ᷓ Ꮌ࿁╬䈪䈱ᚻേ⸘᷹ ౻ᦼ䋱䉲䊷䉵䊮⚥⸘䊂䊷䉺䈪Ყセ䊶⹏
ଔ
ㅢᯏ㑐䈎䉌䈱
ㆇⴕᤨ㑆䈱ㆃᑧ₸
㪉ㅳ㑆න䊶න䈪㓸⸘䊶⹏ଔ䈚䇮
ㆇⴕᖱႎ
႐ᡷༀ䈮ะ䈔䈢䊐䉞䊷䊄䊋䉾䉪ᚻᴺ䈮䉅
ઙᢙ
ㅢ▤ℂ⠪
ᵴ↪
ㅢ㪆〝▤ℂ⠪
䉝䊮䉬䊷䊃䈭䈬
䊝䊆䉺䊷
↪⠪䈱ḩ⿷ᐲ
䉝䊮䉬䊷䊃⺞ᩏ䈭䈬
⧰ᖱઙᢙ


ᬌ⸛ߔࠆߣ߁ੑᲑ㓏ߩ⸘↹߇ᔅⷐߦߥࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄ

ᯏ᪾㒰㔐ߩឭଏᤨ㑆Ꮺߣߒߡߪߩᦺޔᱠⴕ⠪ㅢ㊂

ߐߦ㑐ࠊࠆԘㅢⴕߣԙ〝㕙⁁ᘒޔԚឭଏߔࠆᤨ㑆

߇ࡇࠢߦߥࠆᤨ㑆Ꮺ߹ߢߦ㒰㔐ࠍ⚳߃ࠆߎߣ߇
ᦨ߽ᦸ߹ߒ߇ޔᯏ᪾߿ੱຬߩ㈩⟎⁁ᴫߦࠃࠅޔᣣ
ਛߦ㒰㔐ߖߑࠆࠍᓧߥࠤࠬ߿ޔ2㨪3 ᣣߩㅪ⛯㒠
㔐ᓟߦታᣉߖߑࠆࠍᓧߥࠤ߽ࠬ↢ߓߡࠆޕ

Ꮺߦࠃࠅߣࠄ߃ࠆߎߣ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ



ࠇࠆޕ
3)ࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞ߩᬌ⸛
 ࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞ߪޔ〝↪⠪ߩⷞὐߢᱠ߈߿ߔ

߹ߚޔฦၞߦ߅ߌࠆ⁁ߩ▤ℂ⁁ᴫࠍࡅࠕࡦࠣ
ߒߚ⚿ᨐ߆ࠄޔએਅߩࠃ߁ߥὐߦ߽㈩ᘦߒߡࠨޔ

એߥߤࠍ〯߹߃߁ࠃߩ ࠍ࡞ࡌࠬࡆࠨޔ
ߦ⸳ቯߒߚޕ

ࡆࠬࡌ࡞ࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆߎߣߣߒߚޕ

Ԙㅢⴕߦߟߡߪߦ߁ࠃߔ␜ߦ ޔゞࠗࠬ



↪⠪߿ᱠⴕ⠪ߩߔࠇ㆑ࠍ⠨ᘦߒߡ⸳ቯߒߡ߅ࠅޔ

㒰㔐╬ߩᚻᴺߪⲢޔ⟎⸳ߩ࠼ࠤࠕޔ㔐⸳ߩ⸳

ᱠⴕ⠪ߩㅊᛮ߈߿ޔᅢ߈ߥᱠⴕㅦᐲࠍ⥄↱ߦㆬᛯ

⟎ޔᯏ᪾㒰㔐ߩ 3 ߟߦ߶߷㒢ቯߐࠇࠆޕ
ゞࠗࠬߩߔࠇ㆑ࠍᗐቯߔࠆߣޔㅢⴕߪ 2m એ
߇ᔅⷐߦߥࠆߢ⁁ޕኻᔕߢ߈ࠆ㒰㔐╬ߩᚻᴺߪޔ
ࠕࠤ࠼߿ᶖⲢ㔐⸳ߩߺߢࠆޕ
ᯏ᪾㒰㔐ߦ߅ߡߪߩ⁁ޔᯏ᪾ߩⷙᩰߦࠃߞߡ㒰
㔐ߪㅢᏱ 1.0㨪1.5m ߢࠅޔᣉᎿ〝ޔ㕙ߦ 3㨪
5cm ⒟ᐲߩᱷ㔐߇↢ߓࠆޕ
㒰㔐ᯏ᪾ߩⷙᩰએߩ㒰㔐ࠍⴕ߁ߦߪⶄޔᢙᯏ᪾
ߦࠃࠆᣉᎿ߿➅ࠅߒᣉᎿ߇ᔅⷐߣߥࠆ߇ࠃߩߎޔ
߁ߥኻᔕࠍⴕߞߡࠆၞߪߥޕ

ߢ߈ࠆߎߣߥߤࠍ⠨ᘦߒߡ⸳ቯߒߚޕ
 ㅢⴕߩ⸳ቯ
1.5m

2.0m

1.0m

ᱠ
ຬ

ǤǹƷМဇǛेܭƢǔ
ғ᧓ƴƓƍƯƸŴƦƷƢ
ǕᢌƍǛᎋॾƠƯ2mˌ
ɥƷࠢՃƕ࣏ᙲ
ࠨࡆ
ࠬࡌ
࡞

㧙㧙

S

ǤǹƷМဇǛेܭƠƳ
ƍғ᧓ưƸŴഩᘍᎍӷٟ
ƷƢǕᢌƍǛᎋॾƠƯŴ
OˌɥƷࠢՃƕ࣏ᙲ

ഩᢊನᡯሁƷཞඞƴǑƬ
ƯƸŴࠢՃǛ1.0mᆉࡇ
ƴƤƟǔǛࢽƳƍئӳǋ
Ƌǔ

A㨪C





 ࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞ߩࡄ࠲ࡦ㧔᩺㧕
Ԙㅢⴕߣԙ〝㕙⁁ᘒ

Ƃᡫᘍࠢƃ
ǤǹƷƢǕᢌƍӧ
Ტ3.0mᆉࡇˌɥᲣ

S1
Ƃែ᩿ཞ७ƃ
ǤǹƷᡫᘍӧ
ᲢࠝᆢᩌƳƠᲣ

ⅣႺߥߤࠍ⠨ᘦ

Ԛឭଏᤨ㑆Ꮺ
ǢȸǱȸȉƕᚨፗƞǕ
ǔƜƱƴǑǓŴែ᩿Ƹ
ࠝƴᩌཞ७ưŴᨀᩌ
ƴƞǒƞǕǔƜƱǋƳ
ƍᆰ᧓ŵ
ࠢՃǋҗЎưƋǓŴ
ǤǹƷᡫᘍǋӧᏡŵ

ࠝ

ߒߡޔᏱߦᄙߊߩᱠ
ⴕ⠪߇ሽߔࠆ႐
วᦺޔᄕߦᱠⴕ⠪߇
㓸ਛߔࠆ႐วޔᣣਛ
ߦᢿ⛯⊛ߦᱠⴕ⠪
ߩ↪߇ࠆ႐ว
ࠍᗐቯߒߡ⸳ቯߒ

Ƃᡫᘍࠢƃ
ǤǹƷƢǕᢌƍӧ
Ტ2.0mᆉࡇˌɥᲣ

S2
Ƃែ᩿ཞ७ƃ
ǤǹƷᡫᘍӧ
ᲢǄǅࠝᆢᩌƳƠᲣ

Ƃᡫᘍࠢƃ
ʴƷƢǕᢌƍӧ
Ტ1.5mᆉࡇˌɥᲣ

A

ែ᩿ƴෞᗡᩌᚨͳሁƕ
ᚨƚǒǕǔƜƱƴǑǓ
ែ᩿ƸǄǅࠝŴᩌ
ཞ७ưŴǤǹƷᡫᘍ
ǋӧᏡŵ

Ǆǅࠝ

B

ߘߩઁޔ౻ᦼߦ߅
ߡᱠⴕ⠪ߩ↪
߇ᗐቯߐࠇߥ
㑆ߪߚ߹ޔᱠⴕ⠪
ㅢ㊂߇ᭂߡዋߥ

ᨊᩌƴǑǓŴែ᩿Ƹ୍
ஔӏƼ૾ٲƷᡫ
ᡫƷ᪇ưഩƚǔᆉࡇƷ
Ѯᡫ࠘᧓ܖƴ
സᩌཞ७ƕ̬ƨǕǔƕŴ ੩̓
ǤǹƷᡫᘍƸᩊŵ

ߊߟ߆ޔઍᦧ࡞࠻
߇⏕ߢ߈ࠆ㑆
ߦߟߡߪޔ㒰㔐ኻ
⽎ᄖߣߔࠆߎߣ߽

Ƃែ᩿ཞ७ƃ
୍ᡫƷ᪇ưഩᘍӧ
Ტᆢᩌ5cmᆉࡇˌɦᲣ

Ƃᡫᘍࠢƃ
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A study of ITS from a viewpoint of protecting pedestrians from a traffic accident was not fully
performed. The possibility of services using ITS for improving a pedestrian's safety was examined
based on a questionnaire survey.
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A study on the construction of a walking network for free mobility
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Promotion of the administration based on the view of universal design and a pedestrian's
more effective traffic safety policy must be pursued. The subject about installation and maintenance of
outfits, used by the free mobility system, especially a visually impaired person guidance block was
examined.
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In this study, how road safety facilities reduce road traffic accidents was evaluated using
before/after analysis, in order to make it possible to predict effects of installing road safety facilities
before their installation. The analysis derives differences of accident rate between before and after
installation of each road safety facilities.
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Measures and effects of improving road space suitable for pedestrians
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Road Department                      Head Kunihiko Oka
Advanced Road Design and Safety Division        
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                           Senior Researcher Susumu Takamiya
                              ᵹ⎇ⓥຬ ਛ㊁
                        Guest Research Engineer Keisuke Nakanao
In resent years, it is desired that an existing road space is used properly and that a safe and
comfortable road space is provided. Therefore, zonal road developments for a daily life and/or transit
malls are being promoted in 52 areas in Japan. It is essential to grasp a process of planning measures
and an effect of measures and to accumulate technical knowledge. In this study, the states of the 52
areas were surveyed and some issues and direction of provisions for them were discussed.
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This research examined two subjects related to the improvements of roadside facilities which
are mainly for arterial roads. One is a research on the size of character and volume of information in
traffic signs. Another subject is clarifying the requirements and revising the standard for road lightings.
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ߞߡ߅ࠅၞౝߩ⋡ᮡࠍ᩺ౝߔࠆ႐วߪ⊕ߦ㤥ᢥ

㧔㖧࿖⺆㧕
ޔᣣᧄߪṽሼߣࠕ࡞ࡈࠔࡌ࠶࠻㧔⧷⺆㧕ࠍߘ

ሼߢᮡ␜ߔࠆߪࠬࠡࠗޕ᩺ౝᮡ⼂ࠍ⸳⟎ߔࠆ〝ߩ

ࠇߙࠇ૬⸥ߒߡࠆޕၮᧄᢥሼ㜞ߩ⸳ቯၮḰߣߥࠆߩ

⒳㘃ߦࠃߞߡ㈩⦡߇⇣ߥࠅޔ
ⷙᩰߩ㜞 Primary Route

ߪޔᣣᧄ߮࠼ࠗ࠷ߦ߅ߡߪ⸳⟎ߔࠆ〝ߩ⸳⸘ㅦ

ߦ߅ߡߪ✛ߦ⊕ᢥሼ⥸৻ߩઁߩߘޔ〝

ᐲߪߡ߅ߦࠞࡔࠕޔ〝ᯏ⢻ߣᴪ⁁ᴫޔ㖧࿖ߦ

Non-Primary Route ߦ߅ߡߪ⊕ߦ㤥ᢥሼࠍ↪

߅ߡߪ〝ᯏ⢻ޔᴪ⁁ᴫߦട߃ᮡ⼂ߩ⒳㘃ޔゞ✢

ߡࠆ ߫߃ޔߚ߹ޕPrimary Route ߦ⸳⟎ߔࠆᮡ⼂

ᢙߣߥߞߡࠆޔߒߛߚޕᣣᧄߢߪᮡ⼂ߩ⒳㘃ޔゞ✢

ߩਛߢ Non-Primary Route ߿ Motor way ߩ⋡ᮡ

ᢙߦᔕߓߡ 1㨪3 ߩ▸࿐ߢᢥሼߩᄢ₸߇⸳ቯߐࠇ

߿〝✢ฬߩ᩺ౝࠍⴕ߁႐วߩࠃ߁ߦߩࠇߙࠇߘޔᮡ⼂

ߡࠆޕᣣᧄߩࠕ࡞ࡈࠔࡌ࠶࠻⸥ߩၮᧄᢥሼ㜞ߦ㑐

ߩਛߢઁߩ⒳㘃ߩ〝ߩ᩺ౝࠍⴕ߁႐วߩߘޔㇱಽࠍ

ߒߡߪ⸘⸳ޔㅦᐲ 70km/h એߢᢥሼ㜞 15cmޔ40㨪

᩺ౝߔࠆ〝ߩ⒳㘃ߩ㈩⦡ߢ␜ߒߡࠆޔߪߦࠄߐޕ

60km/h ߢ 10cmޔ30km/h એਅߢ 5cm ߣߥߞߡ߅ࠅޔ

㋕ߥߤઁߩㅢᯏ㑐߿ᣉ⸳ࠍ᩺ౝߔࠆ႐วߪࡇࠢ࠻

࠼ࠗ࠷ߣ߶߷ห⒟ᐲߩ᳓Ḱߣߥߞߡࠆޕሼߦߟ

ࠣࡓࠍ↪ߡࠆޕ

ߡߪࠧࠪ࠶ࠢ߿ࡋ࡞ࡌ࠴ࠞࠍ↪ࠆ࿖߇ᄙ߇ࠗ࠼ޔ

㧝㧚㧠߹ߣ

࠷߿ࠗࠡࠬߢߪߎࠇࠄߣߪߩ〝ᮡ⼂ߦㆡߒߚࡈ

 ᣣᧄߩ᩺ౝᮡ⼂ߦ߅ߌࠆࠕ࡞ࡈࠔࡌ࠶࠻ߩᢥሼ㜞ߪ

ࠜࡦ࠻ࠍ⁛⥄ߦ↪ߡࠆޕᢥሼߩ㑆㓒ߦߟߡߪ⻉

⻉ᄖ࿖ߩ᳓ḰߣᲧセߒߡ߶߷ห⒟ᐲߢߞߚޔߚ߹ޕ

ᄖ࿖ߩၮḰߦ⏕ߥ⸥タߪߥ߆ߞߚޕ

⸥⸒⺆ߪࠕࡔࠞࠇߙࠇߘߪߢࠬࠡࠗޔ࠷ࠗ࠼ޔ

㧝㧚㧞ᖱႎ㊂

ࠕ࡞ࡈࠔࡌ࠶࠻㧔Უ࿖⺆㧕ߩߺߢࠆߩߦኻߒޔᣣᧄ

 ฦ࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆ᩺ౝᮡ⼂ߦ⸥タߢ߈ࠆᖱႎ㊂㧔ฬᢙ㧕ޔ

ߢߪṽሼ㧔ᣣᧄ⺆㧕ߣࠕ࡞ࡈࠔࡌ࠶࠻㧔⧷⺆㧕ࠍ૬⸥

ᮡ⼂ߩ࠺ࠩࠗࡦߪ-2 ߩࠃ߁ߦ␜ߐࠇߡࠆޕᣣᧄ

ߒߡࠆߚ߹ޕᮡ⼂ߦ⸥タߢ߈ࠆᖱႎ㊂ߪ࠼ࠗ࠷߿ࠗ

߮㖧࿖ߦ߅ߡߪ⋥ㅴᣇะ 2 ฬޔᏅᣇะฦ 1 ฬ

ࠡࠬߣᲧセߔࠆߣዋߥޕ㈩⦡ߦߟߡߪᣣᧄߩ৻

ߩว⸘ 4 ฬߣߥߞߡࠆ⋥ߪߡ߅ߦ࠷ࠗ࠼ޕㅴᣇ

⥸ߢߪ㕍ߦ⊕ᢥሼ߇ၮᧄߢޔ1 ၮߩᮡ⼂ߩਛߢᄙ

ะ 4 ฬޔᏅᣇะฦ 3 ฬߩว⸘ 10 ฬߣઁߩ࿖

ᢙߩ⦡ࠍ߁ߎߣߪᱴߤߥߩߦኻߒߡߪߢ࠷ࠗ࠼ޔ

ߦᲧߴߡ㕖Ᏹߦᄙ ߪߡ߅ߦࠞࡔࠕޕ3 ฬߣߥ

ၞౝ⋡ᮡߩ᩺ౝࠍ⊕ߦ㤥ᢥሼߪߢࠬࠡࠗޔ

ߞߡ߅ࠅ࠺ࠩࠗࡦ߽ᣣᧄߩᣇ㕙ޔᣇะ߮〒㔌᩺ౝᮡ

〝ߩ⒳㘃Ფߦ㈩⦡ߩࡄ࠲ࡦ߇ࠅ߇ࡃࠗ࠼ޔᔅ

⼂㧔105 ♽㧕ߦ⋧ᒰߔࠆ߽ߩ߇ၮᧄߢࠅઁ࿖ߣᲧセ

ⷐߣߒߡࠆᖱႎࠍ㈩⦡ߩ㆑ߢ⍍ᤨߦߟߌࠆߎߣ

-2 ฦ࿖ߩ᩺ౝᮡ⼂ߩᖱႎ㊂ߦ㑐ߔࠆၮḰޔᮡ⼂ߩ࠺ࠩࠗࡦ
ᦨᄢᖱႎ㊂

ౝ⸶

৻⥸〝᩺ౝ
ᮡ⼂䊂䉱䉟䊮

ᣣᧄ㪈㪀
㪋ฬ

䊄䉟䉿㪉㪀㪍㪀
㪈㪇ฬ

䉝䊜䊥䉦㪊㪀
㪊ฬ

⋥ㅴ䋺㪉䇮Ꮕᣇะ䋺ฦ㪈ฬ ⋥ㅴ䋺㪋ฬ䇮Ꮕᣇะ䋺ฦ㪊ฬ ᣇ㕙䈮㑐ଥ䈭䈒㪊ฬ䉁䈪⸥タน⢻

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ㩿㪈㪇㪏䋩

䉟䉩䊥䉴㪋㪀
㪍ฬ

㖧࿖㪌㪀
㪋ฬ

⋥ㅴ䊶Ꮕᣇะ䋺ฦ㪉ฬ ⋥ㅴ䋺㪉䇮Ꮕᣇะ䋺ฦ㪈ฬ

㪧㫉㫀㫄㪸㫉㫐㩷㪩㫆㫌㫋㪼㶎ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ㩿㪋㪇㪊㪀

ᣇ㕙䇮ᣇะ䈶〒㔌

㪥㫆㫅㪄㪧㫉㫀㫄㪸㫉㫐㩷㪩㫆㫌㫋㪼
ᣇ㕙䇮ᣇะ䈶〒㔌

ᣇ㕙䇮ᣇะ䈶〒㔌㩿㪋㪇㪉㪀

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ㩿㪋㪊㪏㪀

᩺ౝౝኈ䋨ฦ
࿖䈮䈍䈔䉎ᮡ
⼂䈱ⷙᩰ㪥㫆䋩

ᣇ㕙䇮ᣇะ䈶〒㔌㩿㪈㪇㪌㪀 ᣇ㕙䇮ᣇะ䈶〒㔌㩿㪋㪊㪋㪀
ᮡ␜᧼䈱⦡
ᢥሼ䈱⦡

㜞ㅦ〝᩺ౝ
ᮡ⼂䊂䉱䉟䊮

㕍
⊕

㤛䋨ၞౝ⋡ᮡ୯䈲⊕䋩

㤥

✛
⊕

㪧㪩䋺✛䇭㪥㪧㪩䋺⊕
㪧㪩䋺⊕䇭㪥㪧㪩䋺㤥

✛䋨ㇺᏒၞ䈲㕍䋩
⊕

㜞ㅦ〝

㪘㫌㫋㫆㪹㪸㪿㫅

㪝㫉㪼㪼㫎㪸㫐

㪤㫆㫋㫆㫉㫎㪸㫐

㜞ㅦ〝

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ㩿㪈㪇㪏㪀

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ

ᣇ㕙䈶ᣇะ㩿㪋㪉㪌㪀

ญ㩿㪈㪈㪊㪀

ญ

ญ

ญ

ญ㩿㪋㪉㪉㪀

✛
⊕

㕍
⊕

✛
⊕

㕍
⊕

✛
⊕

᩺ౝౝኈ䋨ฦ
࿖䈮䈍䈔䉎ᮡ
⼂䈱ⷙᩰ㪥㫆䋩

ᮡ␜᧼䈱⦡
ᢥሼ䈱⦡

㶎㪧㫉㫀㫄㪸㫉㫐㩷㪩㫆㫌㫋㪼㩷䋺ⷙᩰ䈱㜞䈇〝䋨ⷙㅦᐲ㪎㪇䊙䉟䊦⒟ᐲ䋩

㧙㧙

-4 Ꮕὐᾖߩᾖⷐઙ

߇ߢ߈ࠆ߽ߩߣߥߞߡࠆޕ
㧞㧚〝ᾖߦ߅ߌࠆᕈ⢻ⷙቯൻߩዉߦ㑐ߔࠆᬌ⸛
〝ᾖ㧔ㅪ⛯ᾖዪㇱᾖ㧕߅ࠃ߮ᱠⴕ⠪↪ᾖ
ߩᔅⷐⷐઙ߿ᦨᣂߩᾖᛛⴚࠍ⺞ᩏߒ࿖㓙ⷙᩰߣߩ
ᢛวࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆߣߣ߽ߦޔᕈ⢻ⷙቯߩቯ⟵߿ᕈ⢻⹏ଔ
ߩᚻᴺߦߟߡ⺞ᩏߒ〝ᾖߩᕈ⢻ⷙቯൻߩࠅᣇ
ߦߟߡᬌ⸛ߒⴕޔၮḰߩᕈ⢻ⷙቯൻߦ⾗ߔࠆ⾗ᢱ
ߣߒߡขࠅ߹ߣߚޕ

᧦ઙ

Ꮕὐౝ Ꮕὐౝᾖᐲဋᢧ
ᐔဋᾖᐲ㩿㫃㫏㪀 ᐲ䋨ㅪ⛯ᾖ㑆䋩
࿐ⅣႺ
ᐫ⥩ᣉ⸳╬䈮䉋
㪊㪇
䉎ᄖㇱశ䈏䈅䉎
ਥⷐᐙ✢〝
ᓇ㗀䉕ฃ䈔䉎శ
㪈㪌
䈏ᱴ䈬䈭䈒ᥧ䈇
䋨㪇㪅㪋䋩
ᐫ⥩ᣉ⸳╬䈮䉋
㪉㪇
ᐙ✢䊶ഥᐙ 䉎ᄖㇱశ䈏䈅䉎
✢〝
ᓇ㗀䉕ฃ䈔䉎శ
㪈㪌
䈏ᱴ䈬䈭䈒ᥧ䈇
㶎Ἦౕ㈩⟎䈲㈩⟎䉕ේೣ䈫䈜䉎
〝ಽ㘃

ԙᮮᢿᱠᾖ

㧞㧚㧝 ᾖⷐઙߩᬌ⸛

ᮮᢿᱠᾖߦߪ‛ੱޔ㧔ᱠⴕ⠪╬㧕ࠍࠪ࡞ࠛ࠶࠻

ฦᾖᣇᑼߩᾖⷐઙ߅ࠃ߮ၮḰ୯ࠍߒߚޕ

ߢⷞߔࠆᣇᴺߣㅒࠪ࡞ࠛ࠶࠻㧔⋥ធᾖᣇᑼ㧕ߢⷞ

㧔㧝㧕ㅪ⛯ᾖߩᔅⷐⷐઙ
〝ᾖᣉ⸳⸳⟎ၮḰߣ JIS(JIS Z 9111)ޔCIE ൘๔

ߔࠆᣇᴺ߇ࠆࠆߔⷞߢ࠻࠶ࠛ࡞ࠪޕ႐วߦߪޔ

ⷙߩࠞࡔࠕޔࠬࠡࠗޔᩰࠍኻ⽎ߣߒߚᾖⷐઙ

50m ᚻ೨ߩㆇォ⠪߇ੱ‛ߩਅඨり 0.5㨙ࠍⷞߔࠆߚ

ߩᲧセᬌ⸛ߢߪޔฦ࿖ߩ〝ᖱߩ㆑ߦࠃࠅ〝ಽ

ߩ⢛᥊ߣߒߡᓟᣇ 35m એߩ〝㕙߇ࠆߊߥߞߡ

㘃߿ᾖⷐઙߩ⒳㘃ߪ⇣ߥࠆ߽ߩߩޔផᅑߣߔࠆᾖ

ࠆߎߣߣޔᾖ㈩⟎߇ㆡಾߢࠆߎߣ߇ᾖߩᔅⷐ

․ᕈ㧔ၮḰ୯㧕ߦ߅ߡᄢ߈ߥᏅߪࠄࠇߥ߆ߞߚޕ

ⷐઙߢࠅޔᣢᓔ⎇ⓥ 8)߿ⴕߩ⸳⟎ၮḰ߆ࠄޔᔅⷐ

⺞ᩏᬌ⸛ߩ⚿ᨐ߆ࠄޔㅪ⛯ᾖߦᔅⷐߥᾖⷐઙ

ߣߐࠇࠆࠆߐߪ 1.0cd/m2㧔15Lx㧕⒟ᐲ߇ផᅑ୯ߣߒ

7)

ߦߟߡᢛℂߒߚ߽ߩࠍ-3 ߦ␜ߔޕ

ߡ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕㅒࠪ࡞ࠛ࠶࠻ߢⷞߔࠆ႐วߦߪޔᾖ
ߔࠆኻ⽎㧔ᱠⴕ⠪╬㧕ߩࠆߐ߇ⷞᕈߩ⦟ߒᖡߒ

-3 ㅪ⛯ᾖߩᾖⷐઙ
㪈㪅㪇㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㪇㪅㪎㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㪇㪅㪌
ᐔဋ〝㕙ノᐲ㩷䇭㩷㪣㫉
䋨․䈮㊀ⷐ䈭〝䇮䉁䈢䈲䈠䈱ઁ․䈭⁁ᴫ䈮䈅䉎〝
㪉
㩿㪺㪻㪆㫄 㪀
㪉
䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲䇮ノᐲ䉕㪉㪺㪻㪆㫄 䉁䈪Ⴧᄢ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏䈪䈐䉎䋩
✚วဋᢧᐲ㩷䇭㩷㪬㪇
ゞ✢ゲဋᢧᐲ䇭㪬㪈
䈚䈐䈇୯Ⴧട₸䇭㪫㪠

㪇㪅㪋
㪇㪅㪎㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㪇㪅㪌
㪈㪇㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㪈㪌

⺃ዉᕈ

Ἦౕ䉕ਇㆡಾ䈮㈩⟎䈜䉎䈫〝䈱✢ᒻ䇮ಽวᵹ䈮㑐䈚䈩
ㆇォ⠪䈮㍲ⷡ䉕↢䈛䈘䈞䉎ᕟ䉏䈏䈅䉎䇯〝䈱✢ᒻ䈏ᄌ
ൻ䈚䈢䉍䇮ઁ䈱〝䈫Ꮕ䈚䈩䈇䉎䉋䈉䈭႐ᚲ䈮䈍䈇䈩
䈲䇮Ἦౕ䈱㈩⟎䈏〝䈱✢ᒻ䉕⦟䈒␜䈚䈩䈇䉎䈎䈬䈉䈎
䈮䉋䈦䈩⺃ዉᕈ䈱⦟ุ䈏䈐䉁䉎䈱䈪䇮〝ᾖᣉ⸳䈱⺃
ዉᕈ䈱⦟ุ䉕ㅘ࿑䈭䈬䈮䉋䈦䈩චಽᬌ⸛䈚䇮⺋⺃ዉ䉕
↢䈛䉎䉋䈉䈭㈩⟎䉕ⴕ䉒䈭䈇䉋䈉䈮䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏ᦸ䉁䈚䈇䇯․
䈮ᦛ✢ㇱ䈮䈍䈇䈩⺃ዉᕈ䉕ᱜ䈚䈒⛽ᜬ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈮䈲ජ㠽
㈩䉕ㆱ䈔䇮Ἦౕ䈱㑆㓒䉕❗ዊ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏ᔅⷐ䈪䈅䉎䇯

ࠍࠆߚޔ㋦⋥㕙ᾖᐲ߇ᾖⷐઙߣߥࠅޔᣢᓔ⎇
ⓥ

10)

ߥߤ߆ࠄᔅⷐᾖᐲߪ 20Lx ࠍផᅑ୯ߣߔࠆߎߣ߇

ᦸ߹ߒޕ
㧔㧟㧕ᱠⴕ⠪↪ᾖߩᾖⷐઙ
ᱠⴕ⠪↪ᾖߢߪޔ᳓ᐔ㕙ᾖᐲޔᾖᐲဋᢧᐲޔ㋦⋥
㕙ᾖᐲࠍᾖⷐઙߣߒߡขࠅᛒߞߡࠆᢥ₂߇ᄙߊޔ
᳓ᐔ㕙ᾖᐲߦߟߡߪᱠ╬ߩㄝߩࠆߐߣᱠⴕ⠪
╬ߩㅢ㊂ߦᔕߓߡ 20Lx㨪5Lx ߩ㑆ߢⷙቯߒߡࠆ
ၮḰ߇ᄙ߆ߞߚ ࡦࠗ࠼ࠗࠟޕ11)ߢߪޔ㜞㦂⠪߿り
㓚ኂ⠪╬߇ోᔃߦ⒖േߩṖߥㅢⴕ߇ߢ߈ࠆ
ࠆߐߩਅ㒢୯ߣߒߡ 10Lx એࠍ⏕ߔࠆߎߣ߇ᦸ߹

㧔㧞㧕ዪㇱᾖߩᔅⷐⷐઙ

ߒߣߒߡࠆ〝ޔߚ߹ޕ㕙ߦࡓ߇ࠆߣ㓚ኂ‛߇

ߎߎߢߪ⟎⸳ߩⴕޔၮḰߢߦขࠅߍࠄࠇߡ

ⷞߒߠࠄߊߥࠆߎߣ߆ࠄޔဋᢧᐲߪ 0.2 એࠍ⏕
12)

ࠆᏅὐᾖ߅ࠃ߮ᮮᢿᱠᾖࠍኻ⽎ߣߒߚޕ

ߔࠆ߽ߩߣߒߡࠆޕ࿖✚⎇ߢߩⷞᕈ⹏ଔታ㛎

Ԙ Ꮕὐᾖ

ߩ⚿ᨐߦࠃࠆߣࠇߔޔ㆑߁ㅢⴕ⠪ߩ㗻ߩⷞᕈ߅ࠃ߮

࿖✚⎇ߢታᣉߒߚᏅὐᾖߩᾖⷐઙߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇
8)

ゞਔㆇォ⠪߆ࠄߚᱠㅢⴕ⠪ߩ߃߿ߔߐࠍ⠨ᘦߔ

ⓥ ߦࠃࠆߣᏅὐౝߩᐔဋᾖᐲ 10lx ࠍ⏕ߔࠆߎߣ

ࠆߣ᳓ᐔ㕙ᾖᐲࠍ 5Lx એ⏕ߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆߣߒߡ

ߦࠃࠅ࠼ࠗࡃ߆ࠄߚᱠⴕ⠪ߩⷞᕈ߇⏕ߐࠇ

ࠆ࡞ࡐޔߚ߹ޕᾖߥߤ㜞⟎߆ࠄᾖߔࠆᾖ

ࠆߣႎ๔ߒߡࠆޔߚ߹ޕᧁ⎇ⓥᚲ߇ታᣉߒߚᏅ
ὐᾖߩ೨ᓟߩ⎇ⓥ

9)

߅ࠃ߮࿖✚⎇߇ታᣉߒߚ
8)

ᣇᑼߢߪ〝ޔ㕙ߩ᳓ᐔ㕙ᾖᐲ 5Lx એ߅ࠃ߮ᾖᐲဋ
ᢧᐲ 0.2 એࠍ⏕ߔࠇ߫ੱߩ㗻߇⏕ߢ߈ࠆߚޔ

ߢߪޔᏅὐ

㋦⋥㕙ᾖᐲߦߟߡߪⷙቯߒߥ߽ߩߣߒߡࠆߎޕ

ౝߩᾖᐲ߇ 30lx એߢᏅὐߢߩᷫലᨐ߇

ࠇࠄ߆ࠄޔᱠⴕ⠪↪ᾖߦᔅⷐߥᾖⷐઙߦߟߡᢛ

ࠆߣႎ๔ߒߡࠆޕCIE ൘๔ߢߪⶄޔ㔀ಽวᵹὐߩᾖ

ℂߒߚ߽ߩࠍ-5 ߦ␜ߔޕ

ᄙ⊒Ꮕὐߩ࠺࠲⸃ᨆߦࠃࠆ⎇ⓥ

ⷐઙߣߒߡᾖಽࠍ 6 Ბ㓏ߦಽߌᔅⷐᾖᐲࠍ 7.5
㨪50Lx ߩ▸࿐ߢⷙቯߒޔဋᢧᐲߪߩߡߴߔޔಽߦ߅
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࿖✚⎇⾗ᢱ 289 ภᏅὐᾖߩᾖⷐઙߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥޔ
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㨇ᚑᨐߩᵴ↪㨉
ᧄ⎇ⓥߩᚑᨐߪޔฦ⒳ㅢోᣉ⸳ߩᛛⴚၮḰߩᡷ
ቯߦ⾗ߔࠆ⾗ᢱߣߒߡነਈߔࠆ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
㨇ෳ⠨ᢥ₂㨉
1)〝ᮡ⼂⸳⟎ၮḰห⸃⺑㧦(␠)ᣣᧄ〝දળ 1987 2)
ㅪ㇌ࠕ࠙࠻ࡃࡦએᄖߩ᩺ౝᮡ⼂⸳⟎ၮḰ㧦RWB 1992
3)⛔৻ㅢ▤ᣉ⸳ࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞㧦FHWA 2003 4)ㅢᮡ⼂
ࡑ࠾ࡘࠕ࡞࠴ࡖࡊ࠲7㧦2003 5)〝ᮡ␜㑐ㅪⷙቯ㓸㧦
2003 6)ㅪ㇌ࠕ࠙࠻ࡃࡦߩ᩺ౝᮡ⼂⸳⟎ၮḰ㧦RWBA
1986 7)CIE ൘๔ NO-115㧦CIE 1995 8)࿖✚⎇⾗ᢱ╙ 289
ภᏅὐᾖߩᾖᐲⷐઙߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ㧦࿖✚⎇ 2006 9)
〝ᾖߦࠃࠆലᨐ⊛ߥᄛ㑆ㅢᷫኻ╷ߩᬌ⸛㧦
ᄢ⼱ኡ⮮ᒾ㣮㊁ፉ⑲ⴕ 2000 10)ᧁ⎇ⓥᚲ⾗ᢱ
╙ 3668 ภ㜞ᯏ⢻〝ᾖߦ㑐ߔࠆᬌ⸛㧦ᧁ⎇ⓥᚲ
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1999 11)〝ߩ⒖േṖൻᢛࠟࠗ࠼ࠗࡦ㧦࿖ᛛⴚ

㧞㧚㧟 ߹ߣ

⎇ⓥࡦ࠲ 2003 12)࿖✚⎇⾗ᢱ╙ 157 ภᱠⴕ⠪↪ᾖ

એߩ⺞ᩏᬌ⸛ࠍ߽ߣߦޟ〝ᾖᣉ⸳⸳⟎ၮḰޠ

ߩᔅⷐᾖᐲߣߘߩಽߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ㧦࿖✚⎇ 2004

ߦ߅ߌࠆᕈ⢻ⷙቯൻߩᣇะᕈࠍ␜ߔޕ
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Research on winter road management
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This research project summarizes concepts applied to establish rational winter road
management standards corresponding regional and road traffic characteristics in order to switch to
winter road management based on a specific standard.
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This project summarizes concepts to be applied to establish a rational winter sidewalk
management standard based on characteristics of the way that sidewalks are used and the region,
and to select appropriate snow removal methods in order to switch to a rational standard winter
sidewalks.
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Research on Metal Pieces Stuck on Guardrails
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In May, 2005, a junior high school pupil was injured by a metal piece attached to a guardrail. The
Advanced Road Design and Safety Division analyzed the way that these metal pieces were attached
and performed material analysis and corroborative testing of the metal pieces to clarify the reason why
they were attached to the guardrail.
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Analysis of Correlation between Roadway Alignment and Traffic Accidents
ABSTRACT
As roadway alignment has a significant impact on the drivers on roads, careful consideration must be given to road
alignment in order to reduce road accidents. Sharp curves and steep grades, for example, are known to increase the
potential for accidents, and should be avoided wherever possible. In addition, the frequency of traffic accidents may
vary even on roads with the same alignment if their facilities or the configuration of their cross sections etc. differ.
Thus, in designing the road alignment to minimize road accidents, it is necessary to also consider the placement of
facilities and the configuration of the roadway cross-section. This report seeks to provide valuable information for
use in the road alignment design process by analyzing correlation between road alignment, traffic conditions and
road accidents. One example of the findings of this study involved a comparison of the lane deviation accident rate
on curves on four-lane roads and two-lane roads. The comparison revealed a higher accident rate on two-lane roads,
and also found that the smaller the radius of curvature, the higher the accident rate, particularly on two-lane roads. In
this way, a great deal of new knowledge has been obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As roadway alignment has a significant impact on the drivers and drivers' behavior on roads, careful consideration
must be given to road alignment in order to reduce road accidents. Sharp curves and steep grades, for example, are
known to increase the potential for accidents, and should be avoided wherever possible.
Compared to curves in non-urbanized districts where there are no roadside facilities, drivers may be less attentive on
curves in urbanized districts where there are shops and other roadside facilities. As a result, drivers tend to enter
these curves at higher speeds. Thus, accidents may occur more frequently on the latter type. In this way, the
frequency of traffic accidents may vary even on roads with the same alignment if their facilities or the configuration
of their cross sections etc. differ. This means that in order to select a road alignment that will not increase the
potential for traffic accidents, it is necessary to pay attention to the way that facilities are placed and on the
configuration of their cross sections. This study focused on the impacts of roadside situations, number of lanes, and
the placement of traffic safety facilities to analyze the relationship between road alignment, its plane alignment in
particular, with the occurrence of traffic accidents so that designers can design road alignments considering these
points. This paper reports its results.
2. THE DATA USED AND THE ANALYSIS METHOD
The analysis was performed using the Integrated Traffic Accident Database and the MICHI Data Base (Road
Management Database).
The Integrated Traffic Accident Database was created by combining the Traffic Accident Statistical Data and Road
Traffic Census Data. The Traffic Accident Statistics Data are records of data concerning each traffic accident
causing death or personal injury: for example, the type of accident, type of people involved, time period (daytime,
nighttime). The Traffic Accident Statistics Data include data concerning all accidents that caused fatalities and/or
personal injury in Japan. The Road Traffic Census Data are records of the traffic volume, percentage of large trucks,
degree of congestion, and roadside situations in road sections, etc. The Road Traffic Census Data includes
information about all sections on national highways and on prefectural roads. The MICHI Data Base records data
concerning the geometrical configurations of roads and the placement of road side facilities in all road sections. The
MICHI Data Base records data concerning roads managed directly by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport (21,828km in 2001).
The above data are integrated using location information (road numbers, kilometers from the origin points of each
road) as the key data. This data base can be used to clarify the correlation of the state of the occurrence of traffic
accidents, traffic volumes, roadside situations, geometric configurations of roads, placement of road side facilities,
and so on. Intersection accidents have been omitted because the characteristic of intersection rather than roadway
alignment affects the cause of traffic accidents at intersection.
Data for the four-year period between 1998 and 2001 was used for analysis. In addition there is no data of Property
Damage Only (PDO) accident statistics in Traffic Accident Statistical Data in Japan. Thus, the analysis was based
on accidents involving death and injury, not PDO accidents.
In this report, the state of the occurrence of traffic accidents is, the accident rate. This eliminates the effects of
differences in traffic volumes. The accident rate AR (accidents/100 million vehicle km) is calculated as shown in the
following equation when the number of fatal and personal injury accidents is NA (accidents/year), the traffic volume
in the same section is Q (vehicles/year), and the length of the section is L (km):
NA
AR
Q uL

3. RESULTS
3.1 Correlation of radius of curvature with the accident rate
As the basic analysis, the correlation of the radius of curvature with the accident rate was analyzed (Figure 1). It
revealed that the smaller the radius of curvature, the higher the accident rate. But if the radius of curvature is equal
to or above a certain value, even if the radius of curvature increases, the accident rate tends to rise instead of falling.
An analysis of the correlation of the radius of curvature with the accident rate by type of accident has revealed that
the smaller the radius of curvature, the higher the accident rate of the accidents caused by the deviation of a vehicle
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from its lane such as head-on collision, vehicle alone (Figure 2). When the total number of accidents caused by
deviation of a vehicle from its lane (vehicle to person walking facing/parallel to vehicle (not on the roadway), headon collisions (except while passing or overtaking), collisions with structures, and running off the road) is examined,
this tendency is even more pronounced. This is presumably a result of the fact that the smaller the radius of
curvature, the more likely a vehicle is to deviate from its lane under a physical effect such as centrifugal force.
In contrast, the larger the radius of curvature, the higher the rear-end collision accident rate, presumably because
when the radius of curvature is large, drivers feel safe, and are consequently less attentive. If drivers’ attentiveness
declines, accidents caused by vehicles deviating from their lanes should also increase, but they actually decline. It is
assumed that lowering the centrifugal force sharply reduces lane deviation accidents, and that this reduction exceeds
the rise of the number of accidents caused by drivers’ inattentiveness. So it is assumed that this markedly increases
only those accidents not caused by a vehicle lane deviation, particularly rear-end collisions.
3.2 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by roadside situations
The correlation of the radius of curvature with accident rates by road side situations was analyzed (Figure 3). The
roadside situations were categorized as “DID”, “other urbanized districts,” and “non-urbanized districts” (See Table
1 for the definition of each category). Regardless of roadside situations, the smaller the radius of curvature, the
higher the accident rate. It also clarified that regardless of the radius of curvature, the accident rate in DID is highest,
and the accident rate in non-urbanized districts is lowest.
Next, the correlation of the radius of curvature with the accident rate was analyzed by roadside situations by type of
accident (Figure 4). It revealed that in DID and other urbanized districts, the percentage of all accidents that are rearend collisions is extremely high at about 50%. This high rate is a result of vehicles suddenly decelerating when other
vehicles enter or leave the many facilities accessible along roads in DID and other urbanized districts. Signboards
etc. along roads are assumed to also lower drivers attentiveness to their driving.
In non-urbanized districts on the other hand, the percentage of all accidents that are rear-end collisions is not as high
as it is in DID and in other urbanized districts. The rate of accidents caused by a vehicle deviating from its lane is
higher and the tendency for the accident rate to rise as the radius of curvature declines is more marked than in DID
and other urbanized districts (Figure 5). This is result of the fact that in a non-urbanized district, the percentage of
two-lane roads is higher and the percentage of roads with a central median is lower than in a DID and other
urbanized districts (Table 2, 3).
3.3 Correlation of number of lanes and radius of curvature with the accident rate
The correlation of the radius of curvature with the accident rate was analyzed for road sections with two-lanes
(including 3 lanes) and road sections with four or more lanes (Figure 6). The analysis revealed that regardless of the
number of lanes, the smaller the radius of curvature, the higher the accident rate. It also clearly shows that at almost
all radii of curvature, the accident rate is higher on roads with four or more lanes than on two-lane roads.
Next, the correlation between the radius of curvature and the accident rate was analyzed by number of lanes by type
of accident (Figure 7). It revealed that on roads with four or more lanes, the percentage of all accidents that are rearend collisions is extremely high at more than 50%. This is assumed to be a result of the fact that many sections with
four lanes or more are located in DID regions (See Table 2 above). On two-lane roads on the other hand, the
accident rate of accidents caused by vehicles deviating from their lanes is higher than it is on roads with four lanes
or more. This trend is more marked where the radius of curvature is small (Figure 8). This is assumed to be a result
of the fact that because there is more waiting space on roads with four lanes or more, there is a high probability of
vehicles stopping in adjoining lanes without leaving the road or entering the oncoming lane. It is also thought to be
an impact of the fact that a high percentage of sections of roads with four lanes or more have center medians.
3.4 Correlation of the presence/absence of a center median and the radius of curvature with the accident rate
The correlation of the radius of curvature with the accident rate was analyzed by presence/absence of a center
median (Figure 9). And here, even in cases without a center median, cases where there is a dividing line or zebra
pattern that is 50cm or wider are included in “with center median.” It is assumed that the installation of a center
median prevents head-on collisions do not occur so at first the study focused on head-on collisions. It revealed that
on all roads, regardless of the radius of curvature, the accident rate is lower with a center median than without a
center median. And the smaller the radius of curvature, the greater the gap in the accident rates between roads with a
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center median and without a center median. This means that the smaller the radius of curvature, the greater the headon collision prevention effect of installing a center median.
Next, an analysis was done by roadside situations and by number of lanes (Figure 10). Regardless of the roadside
situations and regardless of the radius of curvature, the accident rate is lower with a center median than it is without
a center median. On roads with both two lanes and with four lanes or more, regardless of the radius of curvature, the
accident rate tends to be lower with a median than without a median.
Looking at the statistics by type of accident on the other hand, reveals that accident rates of vehicle to people
collision, crossing collision, and collision while turning right tend to be lower with a center median than without a
center median when the radius of curvature is large (Figure 9). This is assumed to be a result of the fact that
installing a center median prevents pedestrians from crossing a street outside of pedestrian crosswalks and also
prevents drivers from entering and leaving road side facilities (right turns from the main road and right turns from
the roadside space).
4. CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This research, the analysis of data concerning traffic accidents and road traffic conditions, was carried out so that
designers can select road alignments considering the impacts of roadside situations, number of lanes, and the
placement of traffic safety facilities in order to design safer roads. It clarified the quantitative correlation of the road
alignment, roadside situations, the number of lanes, and the placement of traffic safety facilities with the state of
occurrence of traffic accidents. The results can be applied to perform management to reduce traffic accidents
through road projects and road operation. For example, it is possible to apply the results presented in this report to
predict the safety of a road before it is opened to service or before any accidents have occurred, or to implement
advance countermeasures in dangerous sections. It can also be used to select locations to improve the road alignment,
install a center median, or to take other traffic safety measures, or to perform an advance evaluation of the
effectiveness of their implementation. The results also can also be applied to calculate traffic accident reduction
benefits and to design optimum roads considering the cost-benefits ratio.
A study of the results of the analysis has provided the following knowledge. This knowledge is counted on to
contribute to safer road design as a check list used to select road alignments.
(1) The results of simply analyzing the radius of curvature – accident rate correlation revealed that as expected, the
smaller the radius of curvature, the higher the accident rate. In other words, it has shown that a small radius of
curvature should be avoided.
(2) It was observed that if the radius of curvature is higher than a specific value, even if it continues to increase, the
accident rate does not decline, and in fact, tends to rise as the radius of curvature nears the linear. But examining the
results by type of accident revealed that the accident rate for many kinds of accidents, those caused by a vehicle
deviating from its lane in particular, declines as the radius of curvature increases. This means that the radius of
curvature should be as large as possible to reduce physical impacts (centrifugal force) to prevent lane deviations.
(3) Analysis revealed that the larger the radius of curvature, the higher the rear-end collision accident rate. It is
assumed that rear-end collisions are not closely related to the physical impact of the plane curve. This means that
regardless of the radius of curvature, the rear-end collision accident rate ought to be almost constant. Despite this,
the rise in the rear-end collision accident rate may be a result of a decline of drivers’ attentiveness because the more
nearly linear the road alignment, the safer they feel. Where the radius of curvature is large, measures should also be
taken to stimulate the attentiveness of drivers.
(4) Analysis revealed that the rate of accidents caused by vehicles deviating from their lane is higher in nonurbanized districts than in DID and other urbanized districts. And the tendency for the accident rate to be higher
when the radius of curvature is smaller is more pronounced. It is, therefore, assumed that the radius of curvature in
non-urbanized districts should be set as large as possible.
(5) The analysis revealed that in DID and in other urbanized districts, the percentage of accidents that are rear-end
collisions is high. This is assumed to be a result of the fact that there are many facilities that vehicles enter and leave
along roads in DID and other urbanized districts, and that vehicles decelerate suddenly to avoid colliding with
vehicles entering and leaving these facilities. Another reason is that signboards of roadside facilities reduce the
attentiveness of drivers to their driving. This means that under the effects of the high rear-end collision accident rate,
if the radius of curvature exceeds a stipulated value, the larger the radius of curvature, the higher the accident rate.
As stated in (3), if the radius of curvature is large, measures to stimulate the attentiveness of drivers should be
implemented at the same time. The accident rate is lowest near a radius of curvature between 400m and 500m in
DID (in other urban districts, 400m to 1,000m). It is assumed that the radius of curvature in DID and other urban
districts might be better to set at such values.
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(6) On two-lane roads, the accident rate for accidents caused by lane deviation is higher than it is on roads with four
or more lanes, and the smaller the radius of curvature, the greater this difference. This is assumed to be a result of
the fact that because there is more waiting space for vehicles on roads with four or more lands, vehicles do not leave
the road or deviate into the oncoming lane. When a small radius of curvature is unavoidable, an effective
countermeasure might be increasing the number of lanes near the curve. An effective solution might be to provide
shoulders etc. wide enough that the number of lanes cannot be increased.
(7) Analysis revealed that regardless of the radius of curvature, the head-on collision accident rate is lower where
there is a center median than where there is no center median. The smaller the radius of curvature in particular, the
larger the gap between the accidents rate with a center median and without a center median. This means that the
smaller the radius of curvature, the greater the effectiveness of constructing a center median.
In this study, we analyzed the correlation between roadway alignment and accident rates. A more detailed study of
the correlation between roadway alignment and accident severity should be undertaken in future. Also the difference
between daytime crashes and nighttime crashes should be undertaken in future.
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Table 1 Definition of Roadside Situations
Roadside
situations
DID
Other urbanized
districts
Non-urbanized
districts

Definitions
Region in cities, wards, towns, and villages where there
are adjoining surveyed districts with high population
density (about 4,000 people/km2 or more) and with total
population of 5,000 people or more.
Region with continuous occupied buildings on both sides
of the roads, forming an urbanized district.
Region with 'flat land' or with 'mountainous land'.
Flat land is the region without continuous occupied
buildings and with gently graded roads. Mountainous
land is the region including mountains, hills, and
foothills.
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Table 2 Number of the sample by roadside situation by the number of the lane
Percentage
4 or more
2 lanes
of two-lane
Total
lanes
sections
DID
Other urbanized
districts
Non-urbanized
districts

2,279

3,248

41.2%

5,527

3,523

685

83.7%

4,208

24,251

1,658

93.6%

25,909
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Table 3 Number of the sample by roadside situation by with/without center median
without Persentage
with
With center center
median
median
center
Total
DID
Other urbanized
districts
Non-urbanized
districts

2,460

3,067

44.5%

5,527

583

3,625

13.9%

4,208

1,530

24,379

5.9%

25,909
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Figure 1 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates.
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Figure 2 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by type of accident.
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Figure 3 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by roadside situation.
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Figure 4 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by roadside situation by type of accident.
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Figure 5 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by roadside situation (Deviation of the vehicle
from its lane).
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Figure 6 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by number of lanes.
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Figure 7 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by number of lanes by type of accident.
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Figure 8 Correlation between radius of curvature and accident rates by number of lanes, considering only
accidents involving deviation of the vehicle from its lane.
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Figure 9 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by with/without center median by type of
accident.
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Figure 10 Correlation of radius of curvature with accident rates by with/without center median by
roadside situation / the number of the lane (head-on collision).
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RESEARCH ON THE REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERSECTION LIGHTING
Takashi KAWAI, Kazuhiko ANDO, Nozomu MORI
National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management,
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
1-Asahi, Tsukuba-city, Ibaraki-prefecture 305-0804, Japan
1. Introduction
Some 57% of all casualties in traffic accidents in Japan in 2003 occurred at or near
intersections according to the Traffic Accident Statistics. For traffic accidents at and near
intersections at night, injury accidents account for 29% of all traffic accidents whereas fatal
accidents account for 48%. Accidents involving pedestrians at crossings and cars account for
the majority of fatal accidents at night. Thus, intersections are places where traffic accidents
frequently occur and, particularly at night, serious accidents are likely to occur involving
pedestrians at crossings.
The authors focused on lighting at intersections, which is one of the intersection safety
measures for nighttime, by analyzing the conditions of traffic accidents and carrying out a
visibility evaluation experiment to clarify the requirements for intersection lighting in order to
reduce traffic accidents.
Table 1

2. Setting of Lighting Conditions
The lighting conditions to be tested in

Lighting
conditions

Lighting conditions

Fluorescent
mercury
lamp

MCN30

MCN15

MST15

MCE30

MCS30

High-pressure
sodium lamp

NCN30

NCN15

NST15

NCE30

NCS30

Laid at standard
locations

Laid out at
corner cuts and
at entry parts

Laid out at
standard
locations plus
corner cuts

the visibility evaluation experiment
Position of lighting

were as shown in Table 1. Four

Lighting

installation locations of lights were

Details of layout

Laid out at
corner cuts

selected for comparison: [1] the
“standard layout” of lighting as per

Set average illuminance

30Lx

15Lx

No setting
(calculated
value: 15 Lx)

30Lx

the Japanese road lighting installation standard, [2] the corner layout, which places lights at
corner cuts of an intersection to improve visibility of pedestrians, [3] the corner layout with
additional lights at the entrances of the roads to improve visibility of vehicles traveling
straight into the intersection, and [4] the standard layout plus the corner layout. The average
illuminance set for the experiment was 30 Lx determined based on the past study *1) and the
standards of major foreign countries and local standards *2), while 15 Lx was set for evaluation
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for the corner layout. The set average illuminance covers the internal area of the intersection
including the crossings. High-pressure
sodium lamps and fluorescent mercury lamps
were used as light sources for comparison.

3. Visibility Evaluation Experiment

Table 2

Experiment conditions

Type of crossing
Carriageway width
Monitor

4 lanes x 4 lanes
13 m
20 people (including 14 men and 6
women) aged from 19 to 38
Clothes of pedestrians Black jacket and trousers
Front light of vehicle Low beam

3.1 Experiment
The visibility evaluation experiment was
conducted at the test intersection to check

(2)

(1)

(3)

(5)

(4)

Observing vehicle

the effect of lighting conditions set as
shown in Table 1. The experiment

Waiting to the right
Distance to each
subject of
observation: 75 m

conditions are shown in Table 2. The
following five experiments were carried

5m

(a) and (b) Schematic diagram of experiment

out. The schematic diagrams of the

Pedestrians (1) and (2) are crossing the street at the crossing. Pedestrians (3) and (4) are
jaywalking 5 m away from the crossing. The vehicle waiting to turn to the right (5) is
turning to the right. The monitor is in the observing vehicle in a stationary position and
evaluates the visibility of each subject. The display time for each subject is one second.

experiment are shown in Fig. 1.
(a) Visibility of pedestrians, (1) through

(8)

(4), at the intersection seen from the

(6)

5m

(11)

(9)

observing vehicle.
(7)

(b) Visibility of a car waiting to turn right,

(10)

Observing vehicle

(5), seen from the observing vehicle.
(c) Visibility of pedestrians at the crossing,
(6) through (8), seen from the vehicle

Observing vehicle

(c) Schematic diagram of experiment

(d) Schematic diagram of experiment

Pedestrians and cyclists (6) through (10) are crossing the street at the crossing. Pedestrians (8) and (11)
are standing in a stationary position at the shoulder 5 m away from the pedestrian crossing. The monitor
is driving the observation vehicle, turning to the left or right, to evaluate the visibility of each subject of
observation.

Measure the shortest distance with which
it is considered possible to turn to the right.

turning left.
(d) Visibility of pedestrians at the crossing,

40 or 60 km/h

(9) through (11), seen from the vehicle
(12)

turning right.
(e) Visibility of a vehicle traveling straight
from the opposite direction, (12), seen
from the vehicle waiting to turn right.
The monitors evaluated the visibility of
the subjects, seen from the driver's seat in

Observing vehicle

Area in which the
illuminance at the vehicle
entry part is to be calculated
50m

The monitor is in the observation vehicle, which is in a stationary
position waiting to turn to the right, and evaluates the difference in
speed from that of the vehicle coming from the opposite direction (12)
and the distance sufficient for turning to the right.

(e) Schematic diagram of experiment

Fig. 1

Schematic diagram of experiment

the vehicle, at the intersection illuminated
under each lighting condition, and rated the visibility on a scale of four (3: very visible; 2:

㧙㧙

visible; 1: barely visible; 0: not visible) in experiments (a) to (d). For experiment (e), the
minimum distance from the monitor’s vehicle to the vehicle, which is traveling straight from
the opposite direction at 60 km/h and 40 km/h from afar, that enables the monitor vehicle to
turn right (“distance which allows turning right”) and the difference in speed were evaluated.
For the difference in speed, the monitors chose the vehicle that appeared faster than the other
and evaluated the difference on a scale of three (2: clearly recognizable, 1: barely
recognizable, and 0: not recognizable). Since the distance which allows turning right was
expected to vary depending on the individual monitors, the same experiment was conducted
during the day and the differences in scores between the daytime preliminary test and the
actual test at night were used to properly evaluate the results.
3.2 Experiment Results
1) Experiments (a) through (d)
Figures 2 to 4 show the results of experiments (a) to (d) for lighting condition NST15, which
is the most frequently employed for current road intersections in Japan, comparing the scores
by the lighting layout, illuminance and light sources. Installing lighting equipment at corners
of the intersection improved the visibility of pedestrians walking at the intersection crossing,
or (3) to (4), as seen from the vehicle moving straight toward the intersection and the
visibility of pedestrians walking at the crossing, or (6) to (11), as seen from the vehicle
turning right or left (Fig. 2). But in the case with lighting only at corners, the visibility of
pedestrians at the crossing closer to the straight-moving vehicle, (1) and (2), was poorer than
the case of the standard layout, and no major improvement in visibility was achieved even by
increasing the illuminance (Fig. 3). For the location of lighting with the same illuminance,
fluorescent mercury lamps provided better visibility of the pedestrians, (6) to (11), for the

NCN30 (Laid out at corner cuts)-NST15
NST15 (Laid at standard locations)
NCS30 (Laid out at standard locations
plus corner cuts)-NST15

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
-1.2

NCN30(30Lx)-NST15
NCN15(15Lx)-NST15
NST15䋨15Lx䋩

Difference in score

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
-1.2

Difference in score

Difference in score

vehicle turning right or left, than high-pressure sodium lamps, as shown in Fig. 4.

MST15 (Fluorescent mercury lamp)䋭
NST15
NST15(High-pressure sodium lamp)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Subject of visual observation

Subject of visual observation

Subject of visual observation

Fig. 2 Comparison by the
location of lighting

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
-1.2

Fig. 3

Comparison by the
degree of illuminance

2) Experiment (e)
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Fig. 4 Comparison by the
Light sources

The experiment on the difference of speed produced the results shown in Fig. 5. No monitors
gave the wrong answers for the difference in speed. Lighting condition MCN30, with no
lighting at the vehicle entry parts, was given the lowest score by the monitors. The
relationship between the distance which allows turning right and the illuminance at the
vehicle entry part is shown in Fig. 6, which plots the distance on the left y-axis, the average
illuminance at the entry part on the right y-axis

2

and the lighting conditions on the x-axis. As
1.5

Score

indicated, the lower the illuminance at the entry
part, the sooner the monitors tended to abandon

1
0.5

turning right.

Score
2: clearly recognizable
1: barely recognizable
0: unrecognizable

0
MCN30

4. Summary and Future Tasks

MST15

MCE30

NCE30

Lighting conditions

placing lighting needs to be decided based
on each structure. Our research revealed, as
basic data for determining lighting layout,
that installation of lighting on corners at
intersections effectively improves the

Difference in distance
sufficient for turning right between
daytime and nighttime
(m)

to intersection, and so the location for

visibility of crossing pedestrians seen from

the roads significantly affects the behavior
of right-turning drivers.

18

16

16

14

14

12

12

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

0

-2

-2

40k/m
60k/m
Illuminance

0
E3
NC
30
CE
M
15
ST
M
30

illuminance of lighting at the entry parts of

18

CN
M

left- or right-turning vehicles and that the

Results of experiment
(difference in speed)

Average illuminance
at vehicle entry part
㧔Lx㧕

Fig. 5

Structural features greatly vary from intersection

Lighting conditions

Fig. 6
Relationship between the
difference in distance sufficient for
turning right, between daytime and
nighttime and the degree of illuminance

Regarding light sources, it was found that
fluorescent mercury lamps are more suitable than high-pressure sodium lamps in terms of
visibility.
Since this study did not identify the necessary illuminance for intersection lighting, the
authors intend to work on this issue in the future.
This research produced useful findings on visibility depending on the lighting environment at
intersections at night. However, the findings need to be compared with the actual conditions
of intersection traffic accidents in order to clarify the relationship between night-time
visibility at intersections and the effect on reducing traffic accidents.
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1. ߪߓߦ
ᐔᚑ 15 ᐕߩㅢ⛔⸘ 1)ߦࠃࠆߣޔㅢߩ✚ᱫ்ઙᢙߩ߁ߜޔ56%߇Ꮕὐౝ߅ࠃ߮ߘߩઃㄭߢ⊒
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Ḱ㧕ߦࠃࠅᏅὐᾖߩ⸳⟎߇ⷙቯߐࠇߡࠆ߇ޔㄭᐕߩᏅὐ᭴ㅧߪޔゞߩߦࠃࠅ㕙Ⓧ߇Ⴧᄢߒߡ
ࠆߎߣ߿┙ޔᏅ߿ฝᏀ᛬ኾ↪ࡦߩઃടߥߤߦࠃࠅⶄ㔀ൻߒߡ߅ࠅޔන⚐ߥᏅߦߟߡ␜ߐ
ࠇߡࠆߩ⸳⟎ၮḰߦᓥߞߡᏅὐᾖࠍᢛߒߡ߽චಽߥ⸳⟎ലᨐ߇ᓧࠄࠇߥߎߣ߇ࠆޕ
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 㕖Ꮢⴝ╬ߢ⸳ቯᾖᐲࠍૐߊ⸳ቯ
ߔࠆ႐ว

ᐲߣⷞᕈߪኻᢙᲧߩ㑐ଥߦࠆߚޔᾖ
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ߪዊߐߊߥࠆޕᾖᐲࠍ㜞ߊ⸳ቯߔࠆ㓙ߦߪߣ↪⾌ߩߘޔലᨐࠍᬌ⸛ߒߡㆡಾߥ୯ࠍ⸳ቯߔࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕ
㧔㧞㧕ᾖᣉ⸳ߩ㈩⟎
 ࿁⏕ߒߚฦ㈩⟎ߦߪߘࠇߙࠇߩ․ᕈ߇ࠅޔታ㓙ߩᏅὐߦ⸳⟎ߔࠆ㓙ߦߪ․ߩࠄࠇߘޔᕈࠍ⠨ᘦߒ
ߚ߁߃ߢ㈩⟎ࠍቯߔࠆߎߣ߇ᦸ߹ߒޕ࿁⏕ߒߚᾖ⟎ߩ․ᕈ߮ࠃ߅ޔലߥㆡ↪ࠍ-2 ߦ␜ߔޕ

㧨ෳ⠨ᢥ₂㧪
 㧔⽷㧕ㅢಽᨆࡦ࠲㧦ㅢ⛔⸘ᐔᚑ  ᐕ   ␠ ᣣᧄ〝දળ㧦〝ᾖᣉ⸳⸳⟎ၮḰห⸃⺑  %QOOKUUKQP
+PVGTPCVKQPCNFGN̉'ENCKTCIG %+' 4GEQOOGPFCVKQPUHQTVJGNKIJVKPIHQTOQVQTCPFRGFGUVTKCPVTCHHKE01  ᴡว㓉
⮮ᒾᦸ㧦Ꮕὐᾖߩᾖⷐઙߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ╙  ࿁ㅢᎿቇ⎇ⓥ⊒ળ⺰ᢥႎ๔㓸

㧙㧙

㧙㧙

㧙㧙

㧙㧙

㧙㧙

㧙㧙

㧙㧙

㧟㧚㧞㧚㧡 ↢ᵴ〝ߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ

㧙㧙

╙㪉㪍࿁ᣣᧄ〝ળ⼏

㪊㪇㪇㪉㪌

ᣇะㅢⴕ〝ߦ߅ߌࠆㅦᐲᛥ╷ߣߘߩലᨐ
࿖ᛛⴚ╷✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ 〝⎇ⓥㇱ〝ⓨ㑆㜞ᐲൻ⎇ⓥቶ ٤ਛ ㊁  
 ห

  㜞 ች

 ㅴ

 ጟ 

㇌ ᒾ

ห
㧝㧚ߪߓߦ

⥄േゞఝవߩ〝ᢛ߆ࠄੱఝవߩ〝ᢛ߳ߣᣉ╷߇ዷ㐿ߔࠆਛߢޔᣢሽߩ〝ࠬ࠻࠶ࠢࠍᵴ↪ߒߟߟޔ
ోߢᔟㆡߥ〝ⓨ㑆ࠍឭଏߒߡߊߎߣ߇ᦸ߹ࠇߡࠆޕᱠⴕ⠪⥄ォゞఝవᣉ╷ߣߒߡ߽ߢ߹ࠇߎޔฦ
ߢኻ╷┙᩺߇ߥߐࠇᬌ⸽߇ㅴࠄࠇߡ߅ࠅߩࠄࠇߎޔᛛⴚ⊛⍮ࠍ㓸ߒ⛮ᛚߔࠆߎߣ߇ᦸ߹ࠇߡࠆޕ
ᧄႎ๔ߪޔᣇะㅢⴕ〝ߦ߅ߌࠆㅦᐲᛥ╷ߣߘߩലᨐߦߟߡ␠ߩߢࡦ࠱ߜߺߩߒࠄߊޔળታ㛎ࠍ
ㅢߓߡ⺞ᩏߒߚ߽ߩߢࠆޕ
㧞㧚⎇ⓥౝኈ
ᱠⴕ⠪⥄ォゞఝవߩ〝ᢛߦะߌޔㅢⴕߔࠆ⥄േゞ
ߩㅦᐲࠍㆡಾߥㅦᐲ߳ߣᛥߔࠆᣉ╷ߣߒߡࡂࡦࡊ߿⁜ߐ
ߊ╬߇⸳⟎ߐࠇࠆޔߪࡊࡦࡂޕㅢⴕߔࠆ⥄േゞߦኻߒߡ
ਅᣇะߩㆇേࠍߎߐߖ࠼ࠗࡃߩㅦᐲᛥࠍଦߔ߽ߩ
ߢ⥄ࠆߓ↢ߢࡦࠗࠤࠪ߿ߊߐ⁜ޔേゞߩᣇ߳ߩ⒖േࠍ
ࠊߥߚ〝↪㕙ߢߢࠆ৻ޕᣇޔߪߊߐ⁜ޔਔ
߹ߚߪ

߆ࠄ⥄േゞߩㅢⴕⓨ㑆ࠍ⁜࠼ࠗࡃߩㅦ

ᐲᛥࠍଦߔ߽ߩߢ৻ߢ߹ࠇߎޔᣇㅢⴕߩ〝ࠍਛᔃߦ⸳
⟎ߐࠇߡ߈ߚߒ߆ߒޕㄭᐕߢߪߔࠇ㆑߁⥄േゞ߇ߦ
౮⌀ ࡂࡦࡊ⸳⟎⁁ᴫ

ࠍ⼑ࠆߎߣߦࠃࠆ⥄േゞߩㅦᐲᛥࠍᦼᓙߒޔᣇะㅢⴕ
〝ߦ⁜ߐߊࠍ⸳⟎ߔࠆ߽ࠄࠇ
㪍㪇㪅㪇

ߊߦࠃࠆㅦᐲᛥലᨐߦߟߡޔ

㪌㪇㪅㪇

ᣇะㅢⴕ〝ߦ߅ߌࠆ␠ળታ㛎ࠍㅢ
ߓߡ⺞ᩏࠍⴕߞߚޕ

ⴕㅦᐲ䋨㫂㫄㪆㪿䋩

ࠆߢߎߘޕ࿁ߐ⁜߮ࠃ߅ࡊࡦࡂޔ

䊊䊮䊒㽵

䊊䊮䊒㽴

ㅴⴕᣇะ
䊊䊮䊒㽳

䊊䊮䊒㽲

㪋㪇㪅㪇
㪊㪇㪅㪇
㪉㪇㪅㪇

㪋㪌

90m

㪋㪊

㪋㪈

㪊㪐

㪊㪎

㪊㪌

140m

㪊㪊

㪊㪈

㪉㪐

㪉㪎

㪉㪌

㪉㪊

70m

㪉㪈

㪈㪐

㪈㪎

㪈㪌

90m

ࡂࡦࡊߩ⸳⟎⁁ᴫࠍ౮⌀- ߦ␜ߔޕ

㪈㪊

㪈㪈

㪐

㪎

60m

㪌

㪇㪅㪇

㪊

 ㅦᐲࡊࡠࡈࠖ࡞ߩ⺞ᩏ

㪈

㪈㪇㪅㪇

࿑ ㅦᐲࡊࡠࡈࠖ࡞

ࡂࡦࡊߪ㜞ߐ 8cm ߩࠨࠗࡦᦛ✢ဳࡂ
ࡦࡊߢࠅ৻ࡊࡦࡂޔၮߩᑧ㐳ߪ 4m
ߢࠆޕ౮⌀- ߩࠃ߁ߦߪࡊࡦࡂޔ
ᣇะㅢⴕߩ〝ߦ⸳⟎ߐࠇߡ߅ࠅޔ
Ꮕὐ㑆〒㔌 450m ߩ㑆ߦ 4 ၮߩࡂ
ࡦࡊ߇⸳⟎ߐࠇߚޔߪߢߎߎޕኻ⽎
〝ߦ 10m Ფߩࡑࠠࡦࠣࠍ㈩ߒޔ
ኻ⽎〝ࠍㅢⴕߔࠆゞਔߦㅊ㓐ߔࠆ

(%)
㪈㪇㪇
㪐㪇
㪏㪇
㪎㪇
㪍㪇
㪌㪇
㪋㪇
㪊㪇
㪉㪇
㪈㪇
㪇

䊊䊮䊒㽵

䊊䊮䊒㽴

ㅴⴕᣇะ
䊊䊮䊒㽳

䊊䊮䊒㽲

㪈㪇 㪉㪇 㪊㪇
㪋㪇 㪌㪇 㪇 㪈㪇 㪉㪇 㪊㪇 㪋㪇
㪌㪇 㪍㪇 㪎㪇 㪏㪇 㪇 㪈㪇 㪉㪇70m
㪊㪇 㪋㪇 㪌㪇 㪍㪇 㪇 㪈㪇 㪉㪇 㪊㪇 㪋㪇 㪌㪇 㪍㪇140m
㪎㪇 㪏㪇 㪐㪇㪈㪇㪇㪈㪈㪇㪈㪉㪇㪈㪊㪇 㪇 㪈㪇 㪉㪇 㪊㪇 㪋㪇
㪌㪇 㪍㪇 㪎㪇 㪏㪇 㪐㪇㪈㪇㪇
60m
90m
90m

㩷㪇䌾㪈㪇㫂㫄㪆㪿

߆ߚߜߢ⸘᷹↪ゞਔࠍⴕߐߖߡޔ

㪈㪈䌾㪉㪇㫂㫄㪆㪿

㪉㪈䌾㪊㪇㫂㫄㪆㪿

㪊㪈䌾㪋㪇㫂㫄㪆㪿

࿑ ⴕㅦᐲߩ᭴ᚑഀว(n=49)

㧙㧙

㪋㪈䌾㪌㪇㫂㫄㪆㪿

㪊㪇㪇㪉㪌

╙㪉㪍࿁ᣣᧄ〝ળ⼏

ⴕ⁁ᴫࠍ VTR ᓇߒߚߩߘߚ߹ޕᓟޔ10m Ფߩⴕ
ㅦᐲࠍ▚ߒㅦᐲࡊࡠࡈࠖ࡞ࠍᓧߚ⺞ᧄ߅ߥޕᩏߪ␠ޔ
ળታ㛎ߩ㐿ᆎ߆ࠄ৻ࡩએ⚻ㆊߒޔㅢⴕߔࠆゞਔ߇ࡂ
ࡦࡊߩሽߣⴕᣇᴺߦᘠࠇߚᤨὐࠍ⸘ࠄߞߡታᣉߒ
ߚޕ
 ࿑- ߦㅦᐲࡊࡠࡈࠖ࡞ߩ৻ࠍ␜ߔߩࡊࡦࡂޕㄭறߢ
ߪⴕޔㅦᐲߪ 20km/h ⒟ᐲ߹ߢૐਅߒߡࠆ৻ޕᣇࡂ
ࡦࡊ㑆ߢߪㅦᐲߪ 30km/h ⒟ᐲ߹ߢߒ⟎⸳ޔ㑆㓒߇
㐳႐ᚲߢߪ 40km/h ࠍ߃ࠆㅦᐲߣߥߞߡࠆޕㅦᐲ
ࠍ⸘᷹ߒߚ 49 ゞਔࠍ⸘ޔ᷹㑆ߏߣߦⴕㅦᐲߦᢛℂ

౮⌀ᣇะㅢⴕ〝ߦ߅ߌࠆ⁜ߐߊߩ⸳⟎

ߒߚ߽ߩ߇࿑- ߢࠅࡊࡦࡂ߽ࠄ߆ࠇߎޔㄭறߢㅦᐲ߇
ᛥߐࠇࡊࡦࡂߚ߹ޔ㑆㓒߇ᐢ߇ࠆ߶ߤ㜞ㅦᐲߢⴕ



 ᓙวߖ⁁ᴫߩ⺞ᩏ
⁜ߐߊߩ⸳⟎⁁ᴫࠍ౮⌀- ߦ␜ߔ⥄ࠆߌ߅ߦߊߐ⁜ޕ
േゞㅢⴕㇱಽߩߪ 4mߩߊߐ⁜ޔ㐳ߐߪ〝ߩᑧ㐳ᣇ
ะߦ 7m ߢࠅ৻ޔᣇߩゞ✢߇ㅢⴕࠍ㒢ߐࠇࠆ⁁ᘒߢ
⸳⟎ߐࠇߡࠆ▎⟎⸳ߩߊߐ⁜ߩߎޕᚲߦ߅ߡ 15 ಽᲤ

ᓙวߖ⊒↢࿁ᢙ㧔࿁㧛ಽ㧕

ߔࠆゞਔ߇ᄙߊ⊒↢ߒߡࠆߎߣ߇ࠊ߆ࠆޕ

ߩᢿ㕙ㅢ㊂ߣᓙวߖ⊒↢࿁ᢙ߅ࠃ߮ᓙวߖ⊒↢ᤨߩṛ










⇐บᢙߩ⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐࠍ࿑ޔ࿑ ߦ␜ߔޕ

✚⊒↢࿁ᢙ
㧩 ࿁㧛J㧞ᣣ

⁜ߐߊߩ⸳⟎ߦࠃࠅኻะゞߣߩᓙวߖ߇⊒↢ߔࠆ႐วޔ

  
ㅢ㊂㧔บ㧛 ಽ㧕

࿑ ⁜ߐߊ⸳⟎▎ᚲߦ߅ߌࠆᓙวߖ⊒↢࿁ᢙ

⁜ߐߊㄭறߢߩㅦᐲᛥ߇ߺࠄࠇߚޕᓙวߖߪޔ࿑ ߦ


↢ߒޔㅢ㊂߇߅ࠃߘ 90 บ㧛15 ಽࠍ߃ࠆߣ⊒↢ߒ߿



ߔߊߥߞߡࠆߎߣ߇ࠊ߆ࠆޔߚ߹ޕᓙวߖ⊒↢ᤨߩ⚂
80㧑ߩ⁁ᴫߦ߅ߡ⁜ߐߊߩ⸳⟎ߐࠇߚ߇ࠍ⼑ࠆ⚿
ᨐߣߥࠆ৻ᣇߢޔᓙวߖ߇⊒↢ߒߥ႐ว߽ᄙߊߩߎޔ
ࠃ߁ߥ႐วߢߪㅦᐲᛥലᨐߪ߹ࠅߺࠄࠇߥ߆ߞߚޕ
⁜ߐߊㇱߦ߅ߌࠆᓙวߖᤨߩṛ⇐บᢙࠍ⺞ᩏߒߚߣߎ

ᓙวߖṛ⇐บᢙ㧔บ㧕

␜ߔߣ߅ࠅޔᄙ႐วߦߪ 1 ಽ㑆ߦ 1 ࿁⒟ᐲߩഀวߢ⊒





ࠈޔṛ⇐บᢙ 1 บ߇ㆊඨᢙࠍභޔ4 บએਅ߇ 90㧑ࠍභ



ࠆ⚿ᨐߣߥߞߚޔߚ߹ޕṛ⇐บᢙ߇ᄙߊߡ߽ 10 บ⒟ᐲ



ߢࠆߎߣ߆ࠄߩߎޔ⒟ᐲߩㅢ㊂ߢࠇ߫ߩߊߐ⁜ޔ
⸳⟎ߦࠃࠆㅢᵹ߳ߩᓇ㗀ߪዋߥ߽ߩߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ


ㅢ㊂㧔บ㧛 ಽ㧕

࿑ ᓙวߖ⊒↢ᤨߩṛ⇐บᢙ

㧟㧚߹ߣ
 ᣇะㅢⴕ〝ߩㅦᐲᛥ╷ߣߒߡࡂࡦࡊࠍ⸳⟎ߒߚ␠ળታ㛎ߦ߅ߡߪࡊࡦࡂޔㄭறߦ߅ߌࠆ⥄േゞߩ
ㅦᐲᛥലᨐ߇⏕ߢ߈ߚ␠ߚߒ⟎⸳ࠍߊߐ⁜ޔߚ߹ޕળታ㛎ߢߪࠅࠃߦߊߐ⁜ޔኻะゞߣߩ㑆ߩᓙวߖ߇
⊒↢ߔࠆ႐วߦ߅ߡㅦᐲᛥ߇ߺࠄࠇߚޕᣇะㅢⴕ〝ߢߪ৻ᣇߩゞ✢ߦ⁜ߐߊࠍ⸳ߌࠆߎߣߢޔㅢⴕ
ߦఝవᮭ߇↢ߓ⟎⸳ޔゞ✢ߩゞチ߇ࠍ⼑ࠆߣ߁ะ߇ߺࠄࠇࠆ৻ᣇߥࠇߐ⟎⸳ޔ߿ኻะゞ߇ߥ
႐วߦߪㅦᐲߩᛥലᨐߪࠄࠇߥ⚿ᨐߣߥߞߚߩઁߤߥࡊࡦࡂߊߥߢߌߛߊߐ⁜ޔߚߩߘޕኻ╷ߣ⚵
ߺวࠊߖߡታᣉߔࠆߎߣ߇ㅦᐲᛥ╷ߣߒߡലᨐ⊛ߢࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ

㧙㧙

㧟㧚㧞㧚㧢 ࡅࡘࡑࡦࠛߦ㑐ߔࠆ⎇ⓥ

㧙㧙

╙㪉㪍࿁ᣣᧄ〝ળ⼏

㪊㪇㪇㪊㪍

〝ㅢⅣႺߣ࠼ࠗࡃߩฃኈ․ᕈߦ㑐ߔࠆၮ␆⊛ᬌ⸛
࿖ㅢ⋭࿖ᛛⴚ╷✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ 〝ⓨ㑆㜞ᐲൻ⎇ⓥቶ  ٤ᳰේ ৻
ห                    ጟ  ㇌ᒾ
㧔ᩣ㧕⨹⼱ᑪ⸳ࠦࡦࠨ࡞࠲ࡦ࠻                ႇ  ᢕᵗ*
㧔*ర ࿖ㅢ⋭࿖ᛛⴚ╷✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ 〝ⓨ㑆㜞ᐲൻ⎇ⓥቶ ᵹ⎇ⓥຬ㧕

㧝㧚ߪߓߦ
ߩ〝ㅢⅣႺߪޔ㜞ᐲᚑ㐳ᦼߦ↢↥ᕈ߿ല₸ࠍఝవߒߡ〝߇ᢛߐࠇߚ߽ߩߛߌߦޔᓟߩ㜞㦂
␠ળߩ᧪ࠍᗐቯߔࠆߣޔᔅߕߒ߽ㆡᔕߒߚ߽ߩߣߥߞߡߥߎߣ߇ ᔨߐࠇࠆ߇ࡃࠗ࠼ޔߢߎߘޕ
⥄りߩᅢߺߢ⚻〝ㆬᛯࠍⴕ߁ߢࠈ߁ၞౝㅢߦ⌕⋡ߒߡޔ㜞㦂⠪ߣ㕖㜞㦂⠪ߩ⚻〝ㆬᛯ․ᕈࠍ⡞߈ขࠅ
⺞ᩏߒߚ⚿ߩߘޕᨐޔ㜞㦂⠪ߦߪޟᷦṛ߇ዋߥߩࠢ࠶࠻ޟޠㅢ㊂߇ዋߥޟޠᱠⴕ⠪⥄ォゞ߇ዋߥޠ
ߥߤߩ〝߇ᅢ߹ࠇߡࠆߣߩ⚿ᨐࠍᓧߚ 1)⺞ᧄޕᩏߪⴕޔਛߩ〝ㅢⅣႺߦ㑐ߔࠆ᭽ⷐߥޘ࿃߇࠼
ࠗࡃߦߤߩ⒟ᐲߩᓇ㗀ࠍਈ߃ߡࠆߩ߆ࠍታ㓙ߩⴕߦࠃࠅᛠីߔࠆߎߣࠍ⹜ߺߚ߽ߩߢࠅޔ㜞㦂␠ળ
ߦኻᔕߒߚ〝ㅢⅣႺߩࠅᣇࠍᬌ⸛ߔࠆߚߩၮ␆⾗ᢱࠍᓧࠆߎߣࠍ⋡⊛ߣߒߡࠆޕ

㧞㧚⺞ᩏⷐ
ᧄ⺞ᩏߢߪޔ㜞㦂⠪ 8 ฬ㧔62㨪72 ᱦ㧕
ޔ
㕖㜞㦂⠪ 8 ฬ㧔33㨪45 ᱦ㧕ࠍⵍ㛎⠪ߣߒޔ
-1 ߦ␜ߔ〝ㅢⅣႺࠍߒߚ⚻〝ࠍ
ታ㓙ߦⴕߒߡ߽ࠄⴕޔਛߦᡰ㓚ߣᗵ
ߓࠆߢࠈ߁⽎ߦߟߡߩߤޔ⒟ᐲᡰ㓚
ߣᗵߓߡࠆߩ߆ࠍࡅࠕࡦࠣߒߚޕ
߹ߚޔ
ⴕਛߩゞਔേޔㆇォᠲ㊂ޔᔃᜉᢙ߽
หᤨߦ⸘᷹ߒߚޕ

㧟㧚⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐ
࿑-1 ߦⴕਛߩ〝ㅢⅣႺߦኻߔࠆ
ᡰ㓚ᐲวࠍ⺞ᩏߒߚ⚿ᨐࠍ␜ߔ⺞ޕᩏߒ
ߚ㗄⋡ߪ࿑ߩᮮゲߦ␜ߔࠃ߁ߥ㗄⋡ߢࠅޔ
ߘࠇࠄ⽎ࠍⵍ㛎⠪߇⚻㛎ߒߚߣߦᡰ㓚
ᐲวࠍࡅࠕࡦࠣߒߚ⚿ߩߘޕᨐޔ㜞㦂

 ⺞ᩏ⚻〝ߩ〝ㅢⅣႺ
ゞ 
✢ ㅢ
ᢙ ㊂


㑆

〝✢ฬ
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Form of Sidewalk-Roadway Boundaries Considering Their Use by Wheelchair Users and
Visually Impaired Persons
ABSTRACT
In Japan, at the boundaries of mount-up type sidewalks and pedestrian crosswalks, the level
difference between the sidewalk and crosswalk surface is 2cm and a gentle slope links the
sidewalk and crosswalk surfaces so that wheelchair users and visually impaired persons can
cross the boundary. But in recent years, there have been cases where the level differences and the
gradient of the surface of curbs have been lowered excessively. This solution makes it more
difficult for visually impaired persons to recognize the sidewalk-roadway boundary, causing
them anxiety. So experiments were done to study a form of sidewalk-roadway boundary that
contributes to safer road use by both wheelchair users and visually impaired persons.
The experiments were performed by having experimental subjects cross 16 types of sidewalkroadway boundary made by varying the shape of curbs installed on the boundary. The curb
shapes were created by varying the shape of the edge, the level difference of the edge, height of
the back surface, and surface gradient. The experimental subjects consisted of wheelchair users
and visually impaired persons, all of whom normally go out alone. The experiments showed that
wheelchair users found that the higher the level difference of the edge, the more difficult it was
for them to cross the boundary. The visually impaired persons reported that when the backs of
the curbs were high, it was easier for them to recognize the boundary.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two types of sidewalks have been used in Japan and these are either mount-up type or flat type.
The mount-up type sidewalk is a level higher than the roadway and is divided from it by curbs.
The flat type sidewalk is the same level as the roadway although it is also divided by curbs. The
boundary between a mount-up type sidewalk and the roadway is clear because of the level
difference between their surfaces, so it is easy for a visually impaired person to distinguish
between the sidewalk and roadway. But because of this level difference or gradient at the
sidewalk-roadway boundary of a mount-up sidewalk, it is not convenient for wheelchair users
who want to cross the boundary.
In Japan, at the boundaries of mount-up type sidewalks and pedestrian crosswalks, the level
difference between the sidewalk and crosswalk surface is 2cm and a gentle slope links the
sidewalk and crosswalk surfaces so that wheelchair users and visually impaired persons can
cross the boundary. Figure 1 shows an example of this structure. But in recent years, the aging of
society has increased the number of elderly people using wheelchairs, resulting in cases where
the level differences and the gradient of the surface of curbs have been lowered excessively. If
this is done, it is more difficult for visually impaired persons to recognize the sidewalk-roadway
boundary, making them anxious. So experiments were done to study a form of sidewalk-roadway
boundary that contributes to safer road use by both wheelchair users and visually impaired
persons.
2. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
2.1 The Law Concerning the Promotion of Accessibility of Public Transport Systems to the
Aged and the Physically Disabled (Transport Accessibility Improvement Law)
Japanese society is aging at a pace faster than any other country in the world. It is predicted that
the population aged 65 or older will reach 26.0% of the total population in 2015 (1) and Japanese
society will become a society in which one fourth of its members is elderly. To prepare for a
society of this kind, it is necessary to provide social infrastructure that will allow everyone
including the elderly and the physically disabled to lead independent lives according to each
person’s desires. So in 2000, the Law concerning the Promotion of Accessibility of Public
Transport Systems to the Aged and the Physically Disabled (usually called the Transport
Accessibility Improvement Law) was enacted, and road space has been provided in line with its
provisions.
The Transport Accessibility Improvement Law was enacted to encourage the more
convenient and safer movement of people by removing all barriers to accessibility in railway
stations, bus terminals, airports, passenger ship terminals, etc. and removing all barriers to
movement on roads in districts surrounding these facilities out of consideration for the
movement of the elderly, physically disabled people, pregnant women, and others who use
public transportation systems. Under this law, municipal governments designate relatively
unified areas centered on specified passenger transportation facilities as “Priority Improvement
Areas”, and sidewalks constructed in Priority Improvement Areas must comply with “the
Standards for Road Structure Required for the Smooth Movement of People in Priority
Improvement Areas”.
In Japan, at the boundaries of mount-up type sidewalks and pedestrian crosswalks, the
level difference between the sidewalk and crosswalk surface is 2cm and a gentle slope links the
sidewalk and crosswalk surface so that wheelchair users and visually impaired persons can cross
the boundary. Measures for sidewalk-roadway boundaries are similarly stipulated in the above
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Standards. But in recent years, the aging of society has increased the number of elderly people
using wheelchairs, resulting in cases where the level differences and the gradient of the surface
of curbs have been lowered excessively. If this is done, it is more difficult for visually impaired
persons to recognize the sidewalk-roadway boundary, making them anxious. It is, therefore,
necessary to develop a sidewalk-roadway boundary form that wheelchair users can cross easily
and that permits visually impaired persons to easily recognize the sidewalk-roadway boundary.
2.2 Past Studies of Sidewalk-Roadway Boundaries
A sidewalk-roadway boundary should be shaped so that wheelchair users can cross it easily and
visually impaired persons can easily recognize the boundary. Past studies of sidewalk-roadway
boundaries undertaken to provide such a form include that by FUJII et al (2) and by ISHIZUKA
et al (3). Both studies were conducted by preparing sidewalk-roadway boundaries by varying the
shape of the curb installed on the boundary and performing experiments to evaluate how easily
this boundary could be crossed. A curb shape consisted of the following elements.
Shape of the edge: Refers to the shape of the roadway side edge of the curb, and it can be
rounded or sloped.
Level difference of the edge: Refers to the level difference on the roadway side edge of the
curb.
Height of the back surface: Refers to the level difference between the surface of the
sidewalk side edge of the curb and the roadway.
Surface gradient: Refers to the gradient from the sidewalk side to the roadway side formed
by the surface of the curb.
FUJII et al (2) used 14 kinds of sidewalk-roadway boundaries created by varying the
shape of the edge, the level difference of the edge, and surface gradient, then had wheelchair
users, visually impaired persons, and elderly people cross the boundaries as an experiment to
evaluate how easily they could cross the boundary and how easily they recognized it. The results
showed that wheelchair users gave good evaluations to shapes with low level difference of the
edge, and visually impaired persons gave good evaluations to those with a relatively steep
surface gradient. And ISHIZUKA et al (3) similarly prepared 10 types of sidewalk-roadway
boundaries by varying the level difference of the edge and the surface gradient, then had
wheelchair users and visually impaired persons perform the experiment, obtaining almost
identical results.
But both of these studies used curbs with the height of the back surface lowered to about
2cm and the level differences between the sidewalk and roadway were smaller than those with
the curbs that have been used in Japan in the past. So these studies obtained the result that
wheelchair users evaluated the sidewalk-roadway boundaries as easy to cross, but the results of
evaluations by visually impaired persons show that they may be difficult for them to recognize.
2.3 Purpose of This Study
This study was conducted with reference to the above circumstances by considering the
following points.
(1) In addition to a variety of new curb shapes, the experiments evaluated curb shapes that
have been used in Japan in the past. It also evaluated these curb shapes comparatively.
(2) Under the above Standards for Road Structure Required for the Smooth Movement of
People in Priority Improvement Areas, the mount-up and flat type sidewalks
traditionally used in Japan were to be replaced with a semi-flat type sidewalk with a
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level difference of 5cm between sidewalk and roadway. Therefore an evaluation of
curb shapes with a height of the back surface of 5cm was also performed.
(3) In Japan, Tactile Ground Surface Indicators (TGSI) for visually impaired persons have
been installed extensively at boundaries between sidewalks and roadways in order to
make the boundaries easier for visually impaired persons to identify. Figure 2 shows
the TGSI and a sample installation pattern (5). However, TGSI have not been installed
at every sidewalk-roadway boundary throughout the country, and it is unlikely that they
ever will be. For this reason, a case in which TGSI were not installed was assumed in
this study, and the characteristics of the curb shape only were evaluated.
3. STUDY METHOD
3.1 Sidewalk-Roadway Boundary
The experiments were performed by, as in the case of the past studies, having experimental
subjects cross 16 types of sidewalk-roadway boundary made by varying the shape of curbs
installed on the boundary. The experiments were performed at an outdoor test site at the National
Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management (NILIM). The shapes of the curbs consisted of
the following elements (See Figure 3), and the details of each element of the 16 curbs are shown
in Table 1 and Figure 4.
Shape of the edge: Refers to the shape of the roadway side edge of the curb. There are two
types: rounded or sloped. The sloped type uses a 100% gradient over the edge height
differential, up to 2 cm. This is both higher and steeper than the slope required under
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (6).
Level difference of the edge: Refers to the level difference on the roadway side edge of the
curb.
Height of the back surface: Refers to the level difference between the surface of the
sidewalk side edge of the curb and the roadway.
Surface gradient: Refers to the gradient from the sidewalk side to the roadway side formed
by the surface of the curb.
So the level differences of the edge that were tested were, in addition to the 2cm that is
the level used on curbs in the past, 0cm and 1cm cases included to make them easier for
wheelchair users to cross. The heights of the back surface included in the experiment were 1cm,
2cm, and 5cm in order to compare how easy it is for visually impaired persons to recognize each
boundary. Setting the height of the back surface of some curbs at 5cm was done for reasons
explained in 2.3 (2).
The curb shape that was used most often in the past in Japan is curb shape 15 in Table 1
and Figure 4, and the second most commonly used curb shape is curb shape 3.
3.2 Experimental Subjects
The experimental subjects were 32 manually operated wheelchair users and 34 visually impaired
persons, and all were people who regularly go out alone. The following shows the degree of
disability of the experimental subjects.
Wheelchair users: 32
Breakdown by type of injury
Spinal cord injuries: 17
Cervical vertebrae injury: 6
Cerebral paralysis: 3
Others: 6
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Breakdown by age

Visually impaired persons: 34
Breakdown by condition
Breakdown by age

6

20 - 29: 5
30 - 39: 4
40 - 49: 9
50 - 59: 11
60+: 2
Unknown: 1
Profound blindness: 23
Weak eyesight: 11 (visual acuity 0.001 to 0.04)
Up to 19: 2
20 - 29: 2
30 - 39: 3
40 - 49: 7
50 - 59: 11
60+: 8
Unknown: 1

3.3 Study Method
The experiment was performed by having the experimental subjects cross the curb, then
afterwards, answer questions about how difficult it was to cross or how difficult it was to
recognize the sidewalk-roadway boundary. The contents of the questions are shown in Table 2.
Each subject was asked to cross each curb four times, descending from the sidewalk to
the roadway (below called “descent”) twice and ascending from the roadway to the sidewalk
(below called “ascent”) twice. Subjects were asked to attempt the curb crossings as they
normally would, and without assistance. When each visually impaired person crossed curb, the
subject’s starting position and the distance to the curb were varied on each repetition to prevent
the subject’s memory of the distance to the curb from helping them to recognize the boundary.
The different curbs were presented in random order. Each subject was asked Q1 and Q2
immediately after each crossing. They responded to these questions with evaluations in five
levels. The following points were given for each level.
Not difficult:
2 points
Not very difficult:
1 point
Cannot say:
0 points
A little difficult:
-1 point
Difficult:
-2 points
Then each was interviewed to obtain their other impressions.
3.4 State of the Study
A state of the study is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
4. RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS
4.1 Handling the Data
The data was handled as shown in a) to c) according to the state of the experimental subjects
during the experiment and the answers they provided. Beginning in part 4.2, the results of
handling them in this way are treated as the evaluations of the sidewalk-roadway boundaries.
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a) Handling Data that Considers the Characteristics of Wheelchair Users
During the experiment, about half of the wheelchair users raised the front wheels of their
wheelchairs higher than the curb and let them down after they crossed the curb so that the front
wheels did not touch the curb. Doing this reduced the difficulty caused by the sidewalk-roadway
boundary, and the experimental subjects who did this during the experiment normally cross this
way. But not all the wheelchair users are able to cross the boundary this way. So evaluation
results were obtained using data for 14 other subjects who did not use this technique.
Breakdown of 14 subjects by type of injury
Spinal cord injuries: 7
Cervical vertebrae injury: 2
Cerebral paralysis: 2
Others: 3
Breakdown by age
20 - 29: 2
30 - 39: 2
40 - 49: 4
50 - 59: 5
Unknown: 1
Wheelchairs were subject to far more resistance by the sidewalk-roadway boundary
during “ascent” than during “descent.” So the average of the answers concerning “ascent” after
the experimental subjects had already crossed the boundary once, or in other words, the answer
about the “second ascent” was treated as the evaluation result.
b) Handling Data Considering the Characteristics of Visually Impaired Persons
This experiment was conducted by having visually impaired persons cross the curbs, but some of
visually impaired persons with weak eyesight could visually recognize the sidewalk-roadway
boundary. And data for 23 visually impaired persons with profound blindness were treated as the
evaluation results.
Breakdown of 23 subjects by condition
Profound blindness: 23 (all subjects)
Breakdown by age
Up to 19: 2
20 - 29: 1
30 - 39: 1
40 - 49: 3
50 - 59: 8
60+: 7
Unknown: 1
The experimental subjects ascended twice and descended twice, and the average of all
answers obtained was the evaluation results.
c) Handling of Data Concerning the Shape of the Edge
Two edge shapes were used for the experiments: rounded edges and sloped edges. But there were
few differences between the evaluations of curbs with identical level difference of the edge,
height of the back surface, and surface gradient, even if the shape of their edges differed (for
example, shape 10 and shape 11, shape 13 and shape 14, etc.). So in a case where the level
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difference of the edge, height of the back surface, and surface gradient are identical, the answers
concerning the curbs with rounded edges were used as the evaluation results.
4.2 Evaluations by Wheelchair Users
Figure 7 shows the results of the evaluation by wheelchair users of how easy it was to cross the
curbs. The following can be concluded from the evaluation results.
x The evaluations vary widely according to differences in the level difference of the edge.
The lower the level difference of the edge, the more easily they crossed the curb.
x If the level difference of the edge was 0cm, it was evaluated as easy to cross even if the
height of the back surface was 5cm (shape 6, shape 7).
x Differences in the height of the back surface and surface gradient had no direct impact
on how easily wheelchair users crossed the curbs.
x Evaluations of shape 15 and shape 3 that have been used in Japan in the past were low
and more desirable shapes were obtained.
The above results show that the level difference of the edge should be as small as
possible for the benefit of wheelchair users, and that the sidewalk-roadway boundary with a level
difference of the edge of 2cm that has been used in Japan is given a low evaluation by
wheelchair users. This is assumed to be a result of the fact that road surfaces should have no
level differences so that they could be used by wheelchair users, and even if the level difference
of the edge was 2cm, this level difference would represent a considerable obstruction to
wheelchair users.
The results also show that differences in the height of the back surface and the surface
gradient make little difference to the ease of crossing by wheelchair users. This can be attributed
to the fact that the curbs used in the experiment were no greater than 5cm in height, with a
surface gradient length of around 20cm, which is easily enough to eliminate difficulties for
wheelchair users.
4.3 Evaluations by Visually Impaired Persons
Figure 8 shows the results of evaluations by visually impaired persons of how easily they
recognized the sidewalk-roadway boundaries. The following can be concluded from the
evaluation results.
x The evaluations vary greatly according to differences in the height of the back surface.
The higher the height of the back surface, the easier it was for visually impaired persons
to recognize the sidewalk-roadway boundary.
x At a height of the back surface of 5cm, it was evaluated as easy to recognize even if the
level difference of the edge was 0cm (shape 6, shape 7).
x A height of the back surface of 5cm obviously required a larger surface gradient, which
meant that the boundary was easily recognized even with the larger surface gradient.
x In a case where the level difference of the edge was 2cm but the height of the back
surface was low, the evaluation was low (shape 3). The surface gradient was 0% in this
case.
x The higher the level difference of the edge, the easier it seemed to be to recognize the
boundary, but only slightly easier.
x Evaluations of shape 15 and shape 3 that have been used in Japan in the past were high
for shape 15 but low for shape 3.
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The above results indicate that visually impaired persons can more easily recognize a
sidewalk-roadway boundary if the height of the back surface is about 5cm than if the level
difference of the edge is simply 2cm (shape 3). This is assumed to be a result of the fact that
visually impaired persons can recognize the existence of a sidewalk-roadway boundary by
contact with the ground by their feet or by their white cane most easily when, because of the
height of the back surface, there is a level difference between the sidewalk and roadway of about
5cm. Not only should the policy of guaranteeing a level difference of the edge of 2cm that is
stipulated by Japanese standards be followed, but a high height of the back surface should be
high so that visually impaired persons can easily recognize sidewalk-roadway boundaries.
The results also indicate that visually impaired persons can easily recognize the sidewalkroadway boundary at larger surface gradients. Based on a curb width of approximately 20cm, as
commonly employed in Japan, and a height of the back surface of 5cm as stipulated in “the
Standards for Road Structure Required for the Smooth Movement of People in Priority
Improvement Areas”, the surface gradient would be in the range 20% – 25%. Thus, the surface
gradient is correlated with the height of the back surface, so above results were obtained. The
validity of surface gradients greater than 25% was not able to be confirmed in this experiment.
4.4 Overall Evaluations
Figure 9 shows the overall evaluation results obtained using evaluations by both wheelchair
users and visually impaired persons. The following can be concluded from the evaluation results.
x There are sidewalk-roadway boundaries that were evaluated highly by both wheelchair
users and visually impaired persons (shape 6, shape 7, shape 8, and shape 10).
x These shapes have a low level difference of the edge of 0cm and 1cm, and the height of
their back surfaces is 5cm.
x A comparison of evaluations of shape 15 and shape 3 that are shapes used in the past in
Japan shows that shape 15 received high evaluations by visually impaired persons but
low evaluations from wheelchair users, while shape 3 was given low evaluations by
both wheelchair users and by visually impaired persons.
Based on the above results, it is possible to propose that the sidewalk-roadway boundary
desirable for both wheelchair users and visually impaired persons is a level difference of the
edge of 0cm or 1cm with a height of back surface of 5cm. These shapes are more highly
evaluated than the sidewalk-roadway boundaries used in the past in Japan.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be made based on a summarization of the above study results.
(1) For wheelchair users, the lower the level difference of edge, the easier it is to cross a
sidewalk-roadway boundary.
(2) Under Japan’s standards, “the level difference of the edge shall be 2cm,” but for
visually impaired persons, even if the level difference of the edge is 2cm, if the height
of the back surface is low, it is not very easy for them to recognize the sidewalkroadway boundary.
(3) For both wheelchair users and visually impaired persons, the desirable sidewalkroadway boundary that can be proposed is a shape with level difference of the edge of
0cm or 1cm and a height of the back surface of 5cm. These shapes were evaluated
highly because they are more easily crossed and more easily recognized than the
sidewalk-roadway boundary that had been used in Japan.
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This study succeeded in collecting information about sidewalk-roadway boundaries desirable for
both wheelchair users and visually impaired persons. But the study obtained results at an outdoor
test site at the National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management (NILIM); not
evaluations that comply with conditions of actual roads. The environments surrounding the test
site and actual roads differ somewhat. For example, the boundary between a sidewalk and a
roadway on an actual road is not necessarily linear, which means that wheelchair users encounter
new obstacles to crossing this boundary. Visually impaired persons recognize sidewalk-roadway
boundaries not only from the shape of the sidewalk-roadway boundary, but from the situations of
other pedestrians or vehicles. In the future, it will be necessary to conduct studies and
evaluations considering the state of actual roads, and ultimately, to include standards stipulating
desirable sidewalk-roadway boundaries in Japan’s standards.
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FIGURE 1 Example of a sidewalk-roadway boundary on a mount-up type sidewalk.
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Approx. 5mm

(a) Line block

Approx. 5mm

(b) Point block

Private Land

Roadway

: Line block
: Point block

(c) A sample installation pattern
FIGURE 2 Tactile Ground Surface Indicators (TGSI) and a sample installation pattern.
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Shape of edge: Round

Level difference of edge
Surface gradient
Height of back surface

Shape of edge: Slope

Level difference of edge

FIGURE 3 Names of elements of curb shape.
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TABLE 1 Details of Elements of 16 Types of Curbs
Level difference Height of back Surface
of edge (cm)
surface (cm)
gradient (%)
1
Round
1
1
0
2
Slope
1
1
0
3
Round
2
2
0
4
Slope
2
2
0
5
----0
2
12.5
6
----0
5
20
7
----0
5
25
8
Round
1
5
20
9
Slope
1
5
20
10
Round
1
5
25
11
Slope
1
5
25
12
Round
2
5
12.5
13
Round
2
5
20
14
Slope
2
5
20
15
Round
2
5
25
16
Slope
2
5
25
Note) The shape of the edge defined as “Round” has a rounded edge and the shape of the edge
defined as “Slope” is sloped.

Shape Shape of edge
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Shape 1

16

Shape 2
19cm

1cm
1cm

Shape3
2cm

19cm

1cm
1cm

1cm

2cm

0%

0%

Shape 4

18cm

1cm

0%

2cm

Shape 5

Shape 6
25cm
5cm

2cm

18cm

16cm

2cm

0%

2cm

Shape 7

Shape 8
1cm

20cm

Shape 9
1cm

20cm

1cm

25%

Shape 10

5cm

20%

1cm

Shape 11
1cm

16cm

16cm

2cm

1cm

5cm
2cm

25%

Shape 13

2cm

15cm
5cm

2cm

20%

Shape 15
2cm

20%

Shape 16
2cm

12cm

12cm
5cm

5cm
2cm

12.5%

Shape 14

15cm
5cm

2cm

24cm

5cm

25%

2cm

20%

Shape 12

5cm
1cm

20cm

5cm

5cm

1cm

20%

12.5%

2cm

2cm

25%

25%

FIGURE 4 Shapes of 16 types of curbs.
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TABLE 2 Questions Answered by the Experimental Subjects
Questions for wheelchair users
Q1: Degree of difficulty of crossing (5-level evaluation)
Q2: Degree of difficulty when the curb that you crossed is used as a sidewalk-roadway
boundary (5-level evaluation)
Q3: Others, impressions etc.
Questions for visually impaired persons
Q1: Degree of difficulty of recognizing the sidewalk-roadway boundary (5-level evaluation)
Q2: Degree of difficulty when the curb that you crossed is used as a sidewalk-roadway
boundary (5-level evaluation)
Q3: Others, impressions etc.
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FIGURE 5 State of the study (experiment by wheelchair users).
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FIGURE 6 State of the study (experiment by visually impaired persons).
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(a) Differences in evaluations according to the level difference of the edge.
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1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
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5
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(b) Differences in evaluations according to the height of the back surface.
Score

Evaluation of ease of crossing (ascent: second time)

2.0

Difficult <==> Easy

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5

12.5%

25%

-1.0
-1.5
-2.0

20%

Surface gradient: 0%
Shape
Shape
5
Shape
Shape
13
Shape
10
ᒻ⁁㧝1
ᒻ⁁㧡
ᒻ⁁㧢6
ᒻ⁁
ᒻ⁁
Shape
3 ޓޓޓ
Shape
12 ޓޓShape
8ޓޓޓᒻ⁁㧣
Shapeޓ
7ޓޓᒻ⁁
Shape 15
ᒻ⁁㧟
ᒻ⁁ޓ
ᒻ⁁㧤

(c) Differences in evaluation according to the surface gradient.
FIGURE 7 Results of evaluation of ease of crossing by wheelchair users.
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of edge: 0cm
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(a) Differences in evaluation according to the level difference of the edge.
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Shape
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ᒻ⁁㧝1
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Shape ޓ
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(b) Differences in evaluation according to the height of the back surface.
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Evaluation of ease of recognizing the boundary
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Diffi cul t <==> Easy

1.5
1.0
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-0.5
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-1.5
-2.0
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Shape
Shape
5
Shape
6
Shape
Shape
ᒻ⁁㧝1
ᒻ⁁㧡
ᒻ⁁㧢
ᒻ⁁13
ᒻ⁁10
Shape
3 ޓޓޓ
Shape
12 ޓޓᒻ⁁㧤
Shape 8ޓޓޓᒻ⁁㧣
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7ޓޓᒻ⁁
Shape 15
ᒻ⁁㧟
ᒻ⁁ޓ

(c) Differences in evaluation according to the surface gradient.
FIGURE 8 Results of evaluation of ease of recognizing the sidewalk-roadway boundary by
visually impaired persons.
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Overall Evaluation


Evaluation of ease of recognition by
visually impaired persons
Difficult <==> Easy

Shape 10
Shape 15

Shape 6

Shape 12
Shape 7



Shape 13
Shape 8











Shape 5

Shape 3

Shape 1

Evaluation of ease of crossing by wheelchair users
Difficult <==> Easy

FIGURE 9 Overall evaluations.
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ABSTRACT
Japan now faces a decline in its population of young people as a result of the aging of the
population and a falling birth rate plus a shortage of care givers for elderly people, creating a
demand for measures to establish a Universal Society in which everyone uses their own
capabilities to assist each other.
In response, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport has, with the support of
companies in various industries, combined their knowledge and set its sights on society ten
years in the future to undertake the Free Mobility Assistance Project: a project to construct an
environment permitting free mobility necessary to participate in society.
This report presents an outline of the free mobility assistance system and the state of progress
of the project.

KEYWORDS
Elderly and physically impaired people, RFID tag, location based service, ubiquitous
computing

CONCEPTS OF THE SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The following are the three principal concepts of the system being developed by the Free
Mobility Assistance Project. The system will be developed and introduced by combining the
knowledge of industry, academia, administrative bodies and citizens to achieve the goal of
firmly establishing the system in ten years.
[1] Open system
As the technologies are refined by a series of corroborative experiments, the system
specifications will be released to the public to construct it as an open system.
[2] A general purpose expandable system
It will be a highly general purpose and expandable system so that it will not only assist the
free mobility of elderly and physically impaired people, but contribute to the creation of
services for non-handicapped people, foreigners, and so on.
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[3] A system intended to establish an international standard
The goal will be for the entire system and its constituent technologies to become
international standards.

INFORMATION PROVISION FOR FREE MOBILITY
The purpose of the free mobility assistance system is not only to be able to assist elderly and
physically handicapped people, but all pedestrians including non-handicapped people,
foreigners, and so on. It is, therefore, necessary to understand what kind of information should
be provided and in what form to people who actually move in pedestrian spaces. When these
questions have been answered, it will be possible to construct a system and develop its
components that will satisfy users' needs. The first step was, therefore, to clarify the
information provision items and forms of information provision required to assist free
mobility.

Information required for free mobility
The following tables show the results of classifying situations were users require information
as before and after departure, then extracting examples of items required by visually
handicapped, wheelchair users, and by foreigners. But there is one precaution that must be
followed when performing such a classification. There are individual differences between
people in each of these classes, and the type and degree of detail of the information that each
person requires vary. It is, therefore, necessary for the system to perform profiling to set the
information level according to the state of each person. To take wheelchair users that is one
item on the table as an example, the information that should be provided will vary between
users of electric wheelchairs, physically strong wheelchair users, and those who cannot travel
without assistance from another person.

Table 1 - Information Required by Pedestrians
Before departure


Physically handicapped
people

Wheelchair users

Foreigners

information Require information in
Information Require audible and tactile Obtain
identical to that obtained foreign languages
characteristics guidance
by
non-handicapped
people (they can see and
hear)
Information Route and time required to
reach destination
Usable transport systems, time
required, and fees
Same as on the left
Same as on the left
State of operation of public
transportation systems
Information
about
the
destination and locations along
the route

2
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During travel



Physically
handicapped people

Wheelchair users

information
and Obtain
identical to that obtained
by
non-handicapped
people (they can see and
hear)
• Relief information
Information • Relief information
Explanations
of
•
Explanations
of •
conditions and substitute conditions and substitute
mobility methods during mobility methods during
emergencies and disasters emergencies and disasters
• Present location and • Information about the
interiors of facilities
direction (guidance)
•
Boundaries
of • Passable routes
Locations
and
sidewalks, obstacles on •
descriptions of barrier
the road
• Location of crosswalks, free facilities
• Roadside guidance
signals
• Entrances to stairways, (facilities, shops)
•
Bus
operation
elevators, and vehicles
• Entrance to destination information
(Non-stop, lift-equipped
(location, shape, etc.)
• Information about the busses, etc.)
interiors of facilities

• Roadside guidance
(facilities, shops)
• Edges of platforms etc,,
proximity of trains

audible
Information Require
characteristics tactile guidance

Foreigners
Require information in
foreign languages

•
Explanations
of
conditions and substitute
mobility methods during
emergencies and disasters
•
Present
location
information
• Destination
• Information about public
transportation systems
• Communicating desire
to taxi drivers


State of information provision by free mobility assistance
The forms of information provision for free mobility were considered by clarifying how
people usually provide and obtain information
As an example, consider a case where information is provided to people as they are preparing
to leave their home to shop or dine. One way they obtain information before departing is to
listen to the TV or radio. In this case, a person just operates a switch to obtain information that
has been transmitted in one direction by broadcast media. In almost all cases, the receiver
only receives information (there are methods of participating in a broadcast by submitting
requests by telephone, but these are special cases.). This is because just like a loudspeaker
announcement inside a store or at an event venue, it is transmitted regardless of the desires of
the receivers.
Information transmitted in this way in one direction from a transmitting side such as a
broadcaster is called “push type information.” This type of information is convenient because
it can be received automatically, but on the other hand, if the information is of no use to
people, it is just noise. So a filtering function that enables each person to receive only
information relevant to that person is necessary.

3
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In contrast, the desires of users of information play an active part when they willingly
purchase a magazine or book and selectively read parts of if they are interested in. This type
that users obtain or refer to intentionally in this way is called “pull type information.” This
information lacks the convenience of being obtainable automatically, but its benefits are that
each user is not disturbed by noise and obtains only information that each one wants.
A process that combines features of these can be called a conversation. There are cases where
the provider of information starts a conversation with the other person (push type) and cases
where a recipient of information obtains it by asking the other person a question. Figure 1
shows a figurative image of these types.

Pull type

Push type

Figure 1 - Classification of Information Exchange Methods

It has recently become impossible to overlook the existence of the internet. This can be called
“pull type information”, because receivers search web sites to obtain information that they
want. The internet contains every kind of information about people’s destinations; not only
store, restaurant, and tourist information, but schedule and route guidance, weather
information and much more. The spread of cell phones now permits people to receive these
services as they travel and at their destinations.
Considered this way, it is clear that we now live surrounded by information. But, this vast
quantity of information includes not only that which we truly need, but incorrect information,
stale information (information about past events), etc., so that if people cannot use it skillfully,
they are drowned in a flood of information and their lives may even be endangered. This may
actually obstruct free mobility. It is, therefore, vital to create a ubiquitous network
environment where anyone can obtain only the information they need from this flood of
information, where they need it, and in a form suitable to each person.

4
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BASIC ARCHITECTURE
To consider the basic architecture of the system, openness is an extremely vital element.
Procurement specifications will be written in the public domain. At the stage where the
system is actually constructed, this may be done by a unique method that takes advantage of
each developer’s expertise, but the content that is discussed at the external specification level
will be open. It will not be done dependent on specific hardware or a specific maker.
Establishing an information system to serve society dependent on a specific organization
would endanger the security of the system. The future sustainability of the system and its
potential to evolve will be emphasized.
The following are concrete examples of what elements are suitable as basic architecture.
[1] T-Engine architecture
This architecture will be compatible with each type of CPU in the built-in system and have
a high level of software portability. This means if a different CPU is installed, all that is
necessary is to recompile the software. And its OS (T-Kernel) is completely open so that
anybody can obtain it and use it for development.
[2] Ubiquitous Communicator (UC)
It is the terminal created by the Free Mobile Assistance Project to be carried by pedestrians.
It is a general purpose communication terminal based on the T-Engine architecture, and
future cell phones will include the UC functions, simplifying portability of software.
[3] Place identification technologies (markers)
If ucode is transmitted, the type does not matter. Markers include infrared markers, weak
radio wave markers, Zigbee, and RFID tags.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The free mobility assistance system will consist of the following basic components.
[1] Tags and markers (ucode transmitters)
-- RFID, infrared markers, weak radio wave markers, Bluetooth, Zigbee, etc.
[2] Portable terminals (receivers)
Ubiquitous Communicator, UC-Phone etc.
[3] Servers
-- Information servers (for providing place information)
-- Ucode resolution servers
Item [3] servers are essential for a ubiquitous networking environment, but they can be
omitted at locations where the information is in tags and in cases where it is possible to cache
data in portable terminals in advance. Because regarding the latter, it is necessary to download
data, it is necessary to connect with servers at hot spots.
It is possible for there to be differences in configuration depending on the environment where
is actually operated, but the following is the basic configuration. First the user obtains ucode
from a transmitter. When a user has entered a zone with infrared and radio wave markers, the
user automatically receives the ucode and where there are attached tags, the user obtains
ucode by holding the portable terminal near a tag.
Next, the portable terminal obtains the address (corresponds to a URL on the internet) of an
information server that stores information corresponding to the ucode that the portable
terminal obtained by accessing the ucode resolution server at the UID center. Then it accesses
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the address that it has obtained to obtain place information. Because in a ubiquitous
computing environment, there are a vast number of ucode tags and information servers
scattered around the world, giant distributed directory databases called ucode resolution
databases will maintain a relationship with ucode and information service servers. And
according to the information that is accessed, there are cases where information will be
provided only to users with access rights.
As methods of accessing a network, it is necessary to use a wireless LAN or a PHS telephone
network, but these face access time problems. It is necessary to classify places as those that
are successively linked to the network and places where data is cached in the terminal in
advance and transmitted immediately. It is necessary to be extremely careful because it there
are any problems with the timing of the provision of information about an approaching
intersection to visually impaired people in particular, they may be seriously endangered.
Experimental connections to servers are the subject of research, because it is a problem
related not only to free mobility, but a common problem for all ubiquitous networking
technologies.

Server
Data base
GIS map information

Information provision system

ucode resolution server

Information server
㽵㪭㪸㫉㫀㫆㫌㫊㩷㫋㫐㫇㪼㫊㩷㫆㪽㩷㫀㫅㪽㫆㫉㫄㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷

Portable terminal
Place information
transmitter

Infrared beam marker Low power radio marker

Zone position

Point position measurement

Various markers

IC tag inside

IC tag

Intelligent reference point
Guide block equipped with an IC

Figure 2 - System Image
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PROJECT PROGRAM
This project began in earnest with the organization of the Free Mobility Assistance Project
Implementation Committee in March 2004. The committee members who are conducting the
study include not only academic experts, social welfare specialists, and infrastructure
managers, but also physically handicapped people. The development has been conducted with
the help of more than 60 supporting private companies from the data communication, electric,
communication, map making, and many other industries and many regional governments.
In 2004, the services and component technologies were studied at the same time as
experiments were conducted at two locations, one above and one below ground level, to
clarify the performance of the place information transmission technologies—mainly the
hardware—in actual usage environments.
In 2005, the experimental range has been widened as shown in Figure 2 to include full-scale
corroborative experiments in Kobe. Many experimental subjects including handicapped
people evaluated the system and the services. During 2005, system technical specifications
will be enacted based on the results of corroborative experiments and the system will be
introduced and firmly established in various regions based on nationwide common
technological specifications.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CORROBORATIVE EXPERIMENTS
In order to complete the free mobility assistance system, we must conduct a series of social
experiments, and study problems while carrying out concrete improvements to overcome
them in order to introduce the system nationwide. The experiments are counted on to achieve
the following goals.
[1] Permit the construction of a reliable system based on technological refinements in
actual spaces.
[2] Permit the creation of a system with the participation of residents of regions where it
will be established and with members of the private sector.
[3] Permit the construction of an easy-to-use system by hearing the opinions of local
citizens.
[4] Permit the dissemination of information about the details of the system both inside and
outside Japan.

OUTLINE OF THE PRELIMINARY CORROBORATIVE EXPERIMENTS
• Experiment period
September 30, 2004 to March 4, 2005
• Location of the experiments
The model location selected as the site of the experiments is Kobe where reconstruction
undertaken since the Hanshin Awaji Earthquake (January 17, 1995) has concentrated land, sea,
and air transportation systems. Because it is a tourist city, the experiments were counted on to
be part of the activities of the Visit Japan Campaign.

7
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• Experimental range
The preliminary corroborative experiments were carried out in Sanchika that is an
underground shopping mall and in Kyomachi-suji that is an above ground shopping area (Fig.
2.2.2), both in the center of Kobe.
In Sanchika, the experimental range was a passageway extending about 70 meters from north
to south—from Yume-hiroba on the north side to the intersection just before block 5 and
block 6—and including the 40 meter long east-west passageway that intersects the longer
passageway. RFID tags were installed on the ceilings of the passageways along with guide
blocks for visually impaired people (enclosing RFID tags), infrared markers, and wireless
LAN.
At Kyomachi-suji, RFID tags, guide blocks for visually impaired people (enclosing RFID
tags), and weak radio wave markers were installed for about 150 meters from north to south
and 100 meters from east to west centered on the Nichigin-mae Intersection.

Yume-hiroba
Block2

Block5

Block6
Block3

Figure 3 - Sanchika Experimental Area
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Create Kobe
(Kobe Lamp Museum)

Experimental range

Nichigin Kobe Branch

City museum

Figure 4 - Kyomachi-suji Experimental Area

OUTLINE OF THE FULL-SCALE CORROBORATIVE EXPERIMENTS
The experimental range was expanded to perform full-scale corroborative experiments
beginning in June 19, 2005. An outline of the full-scale corroborative experiments will be
presented orally.
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ABSTRACT
In Japan, information communication technologies that have advanced remarkably in recent
years have been used to attempt to assist people whose mobility is restricted, mainly visually
impaired people. But because systems that only assist people with restricted mobility are too
expensive and that there are no established standards, advanced trials have only been carried
out locally.
On the other hand, the falling youth population and rising number of elderly caused by the
low birth rate in Japan has resulted in a shortage of care-givers, creating a demand for
measures to establish a Universal Society in which everyone uses their own capabilities to
assist each other.
So under the leadership of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, efforts have
begun to create the free mobility assistance system: a nationally uniform mobility assistance
system that can be used not only by visually impaired people and others whose mobility is
restricted, but by all pedestrians including the elderly and non-impaired people including
visitors from other countries.
This report presents an outline of technology that is the center of a free mobility assistance
system.

KEYWORDS
Assistance for the elderly and physically impaired, RFID tag, location based service,
ubiquitous computing

TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE FREE MOBILITY ASSISTSTANCE SYSTEM
The principal feature of the free mobility assistance system is that the foundation of the
service is not “position” information, but “place” information.
The already widely used car navigation systems use satellite positioning systems (GPS etc.) to
establish the user’s “position”, or in other words, the users “latitude, longitude, and elevation”
as the foundation of its service. The position obtained using a satellite positioning system
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includes error, but because automobiles travel only on roads, map matching technology can
accurately clarify their positions.
But because pedestrians do not walk only on road networks that are recorded in data bases, a
system for pedestrians cannot always use map matching technology. A satellite positioning
system cannot measure positions inside buildings.
Another important consideration is that for pedestrians, information about their position, or in
other words latitude, longitude, and elevation information has almost no significance. In other
words, for pedestrians, information about the place: “sidewalk on the south side of street A,”
“platform to the north on subway line B,” or “No. 2 Internal Medicine Dept. Waiting Room at
Hospital C” are most significant.
A free mobility assistance system consists of RF-ID tags and various kinds of markers that
transmit “place” information, and portable terminals that users carry to obtain this information.
An outline of this is explained in this and the following chapters.

Server
Data base

GIS map information

ucode resolution server

Information provision system
Information server
㽵㪭㪸㫉㫀㫆㫌㫊㩷㫋㫐㫇㪼㫊㩷㫆㪽㩷㫀㫅㪽㫆㫉㫄㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷

Portable terminal
Place information
transmitter

Infrared beam marker

Low power radio marker

Zone position

Point position measurement

Various markers

IC tag inside

IC tag

Intelligent reference point
Guide block equipped with an IC

Figure 1 – Image of the basic system
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Figure 1 shows an image of a basic system.
The free mobility assistance system is basically constructed of the following elements.
Place information transmitter
-- RF-ID Tag, various markers
Portable information terminals (receiver)
Server
-- Place information code resolution server
-- Information server
Its structure may vary according to the environment where it is actually used, but the
following is the basic operation of the system.
First the user obtains the place information code from the place information transmitter. A
user obtains place codes by accessing a point type transmitter such as an RF-ID tag where
these are installed, or automatically obtains places codes from zone transmitters such as
various kinds of markers upon entering a zone where they are effective.
Next the portable terminal accesses a place information code resolution service to obtain the
address of an information server that houses information corresponding to the place
information code. This system is similar to that of a DNS service on the internet.
The portable information terminal accesses the address obtained from the place code
resolution server to obtain place information. A system that can add the attributes of the users
(type and degree of disability, or facility manager etc.) and the attributes of the terminal
(screen size, multi-media functions and other terminal performance) to the request, enabling
the portable information terminal to obtain information suited to each user’s needs is also
being studied.
The method of accessing the network is studied according to the place it is used and type of
the terminal—wireless LAN or cell phone network—and although not particularly specified,
it is assumed that in all cases, there will be a time delay until the place code is resolved and
the necessary information is obtained. Therefore, assuming cases such as those where danger
information is provided to visually impaired people so that a delay in provision of the
information would be critical, a method of storing a certain range of data in portable
information terminals in advance will also be used.

RF-ID TAG EQUIPPED GUIDE BLOCKS
Guide blocks (flat plates with tactile protrusions) have been used for a long time to guide
visually impaired people in Japan. These are paving use blocks or rubber sheets with
protruding spots or lines on their surfaces. Visually impaired people are guided by touching
these protrusions with their white canes or the sole. RF-ID tags will be installed either inside
or on the back surface of these guide blocks to transmit place codes to the portable terminal
held by visually impaired people through antennae on the tips of their white canes. Broadly
categorizing RF-ID tags by communication frequencies reveals they are 125KHz band,
13.56MHz band, and the 2.45 GHz band (the UHF band (860 – 960MHz band) is omitted, but
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RF-ID tags for use in guide blocks use the 125KHz band. Table 1 shows a comparative
outline of the frequency bands.
One essential function of guide blocks equipped with RF-ID tags is ensuring as wide a range
of communication by the tags as possible, so that visually impaired people can access the
information in the RF-ID tags by searching for the protrusions on the blocks with the white
canes as they have done in the past. It is, therefore, necessary for each antenna to be extended
over the entire guide block surface, so loop coil shaped antennae with angles of about 25cm
are used. The antenna of an RF-ID tag is sealed in a resin case that is embedded inside or
under concrete blocks. To install them on a rubber sheet type guide block, they are sealed
inside resin sheets that are applied to the back of the rubber sheets.

Table 1 - Communication Frequencies and Characteristics of RF-ID Tags
Communication
125KHz band
frequency
Electromagnetic
Operating
conduction method
principle

13.56 MHz band

2.45GHz band

Several
10s
centimeters

of Radio
wave
communication
method
10s
of Several
10s
of ~ 2m
Communication Several
centimeters
centimeters
* Varies according
distance
* Varies according to * Varies according to to
installation
(passive case)
installation
installation
environment, leader
environment, leader environment, leader properties, etc.
properties, etc.
properties, etc.

Environmental
resistance
٤
٤
ٌ
(moisture
tolerance,
oil
tolerance)
Metal tolerance
ٌ
ٌ
ٌ
Noise tolerance
ٌ
ٌ
٤

Figure 2 - RF-ID Tag Installed on the Back of a Concrete Block
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Figure 3 - RF-ID Tag Installed on the Back of a Rubber Sheet

RF-ID TAGS (STREET INSTALLATION TYPE)
These are sticker type or plastic plate type tags, each enclosing an RF-ID tag that is a small
approximately 1 to 4 square mm IC chip equipped with an antenna several centimeters long.
A user other than a visually impaired person can obtain place code information by holding the
leader installed in a portable information terminal close to it. A visible symbol is printed on
the sticker or plate, and according to conditions at the installation location, either a sticker
type or a plastic plate type—waterproofed—is used.
Unlike the barcode or two-dimensional barcode type that have been used for the same purpose
in the past and that can be optically read, its surface is resistant to dirt and it cannot be easily
copied. The price of the RF-ID tag itself is less than US. $1.-: an extremely low price that
allows many tags to be installed. Its communication frequency is 2.45GHz band. Table 2 is a
comparative outline of the frequencies.

Figure 4 - Sticker Type (Left) and Plastic Plate Type (Right) Tags

TYPES OF MARKERS
Markers include those installed on the ceilings of buildings, on street lights, etc. and those that
transmit the place codes to the portable information terminals by infrared beams or by radio
waves. Unlike RF-ID tags equipped guide blocks, the markers provide information
automatically as soon as a portable information terminal enters the effective range, even if the
user does not actively try to contact the tags.
5
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Either infrared or radio wave type can be selected according to installation conditions. Each
type of marker can be installed inside solar batteries to be used without electric wires.

PORTABLE INFORMATION TERMINALS
The portable information terminal now being used for corroborative experiments is the
Ubiquitous Communicator. The Ubiquitous Communicator is a portable information terminal
equipped with an RF-ID tag leader and multiple communication methods and it is used as tool
for communication between a ubiquitous computing environment and users. The free mobility
assistance system operates by obtaining place codes from RF-ID tags and various kinds of
markers and providing a variety of information to users.

Figure 5 - Ubiquitous Communicator

PLACE INFORMATION CODES
Place codes transmitted by RF-ID tags and markers are unique (not duplicated) ID codes with
maximum length of 128 bits but basically without any special significance.
A portable information terminal transmits an inquiry to a place information code resolution
server in order to resolve locations of information corresponding to the place information
code it has received. Its operation is similar to that of a DNS server used on the internet. This
permits users to obtain information suited to each user’s attributes with the same ID code.
And in a case where the information for a place has changed, where the owner of a shop has
changed for example, only information on the server needs to be changed, but information in
RF-ID tags and markers does not have to be revised. Consequently, this system is extremely
easy to maintain.

PLACE INFORMATION CODE RESOLUTION SERVER
The place code resolution server is a widely distributed type directory data base that stores the
addresses of information servers holding information related to a place according to the place
information code. In a manner of speaking, the place information code resolution server is a
system that links the “real world” represented by the place information code with an
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electronic “virtual world” inside the information system, and it is the important core system of
the free mobility assistance system.
The information associated with a place by an RF-ID tag or marker (place information code)
is read by the portable information terminal that transmits it to a place code resolution server
through a wireless network, the internet, or other network. The place code resolution server
searches for information about the place, then based on the results of its search, returns the
address of an information server that stores information to be actually provided to the portable
information terminal.

INFORMATION SERVER
The portable information terminal can then access the addresses of the information servers it
has received from the place code resolution server to obtain a variety of information about the
place and services at that place that are stored in the information server. Examples include
map information, navigation information, tourism information etc. and other kinds can also be
used. It can also vary the content of the information provided according to the user.
The services that should be provided by the free mobility assistance system, information
necessary to achieve each of these services, and the format used to represent the attributes of
users and terminals are all being studied at this time.

SUMMARY
Corroborative experiments of the basic communication technologies of the free mobility
assistance system were carried out in Kobe from late 2004 to March 2005 (preliminary
corroborative experiments). These have been followed by the final corroborative experiments
intended to broaden the range of the experiments at Expo 2005 Aichi Japan beginning in May
2005 and in Kobe beginning in June 2005. The final results of the final corroborative
experiments will be announced later.
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⊛ߥ౻ᦼ〝▤ℂࠍⴕ߁ߎߣࠍᦨ⚳⋡⊛ߣߒߡޔല₸

߇ᤨߪߢߎߎޔ㑆㒠㔐㊂ߦ⌕⋡ߒߡⴕㅦᐲૐᷫ₸㧔㕖

⊛߆ߟലᨐ⊛ߥ㒰㔐߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦߔࠆߚޔゞ

㒠㔐ᤨߩⴕㅦᐲࠍ 100 ߣߒᤨޔ㑆㒠㔐㊂ߩⴕㅦ

ߥࠄ߮ߦᱠߩ౻ᦼ▤ℂ᳓Ḱࠍ⸳ቯߔࠆᬌ⸛ࠍⴕߞߚޕ

ᐲࠍ⊖ಽ₸ߢߒߚ㧕ߣߩ㑐ଥࠍ࿑-1 ߦ␜ߒߚޕᐔဋ
୯ࠍߺࠆߣᤨ㑆㒠㔐㊂߇ᄙߊߥࠆߣⴕㅦᐲ߇ૐਅߔ

㪉㪅

⺞ᩏౝኈ㩷

ࠆ㗼⪺ߥะ߇ࠆ߇ޔฦὐߩࡊࡠ࠶࠻୯ߪᤨޔ㑆

㪉㪅㪈㩷 ౻ᦼゞ▤ℂ㩷

㒠㔐㊂߇ᄙߊߥࠆߣⴕㅦᐲૐᷫ₸ߦࡃ࠷ࠠ߇ࠄ

ᣢሽ࠺࠲㧔࠻ࡈࠖ࠶ࠢࠞ࠙ࡦ࠲╬࠲ࡔ࠹ޔ㧕

ࠇࠆߩߎޕේ࿃ߣߒߡ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ᳇⽎߿〝᭴ㅧߥߤ

ࠍ߽ߣߦ᳇⽎᧦ઙߣ⁁ߩታᘒߣߒߡឭଏߐࠇߡࠆ

ߩᓇ㗀ࠍߺࠆߚޔ㒠㔐ߩή㒠㔐㊂᳇᷷❑ᢿ

ࠨࡆࠬߩ⒟ᐲ㧔ㅦᐲ㧕ߩ㑐ଥࠍಽᨆߒߚߎޔߚ߹ޕ

൨㈩߇ⴕㅦᐲߦਈ߃ࠆᓇ㗀ࠍὐᲤߦ⚦ߦಽᨆߒ

ࠇࠄಽᨆ⚿ᨐߥߤࠍ߽ߣߦ▤⁁ޔℂࡌ࡞ߩ㗴ὐ

ߚ⚿ߩߘޕᨐޔኙ಄ߩ↟ߛߒၞߢߪޔ᳇᷷߇ਅ߇

ߣߘߩⷐ࿃ࠍᢛℂߒޔᶏᄖߩవㅴࠍෳ⠨ߦᡷༀߩ

ࠆ߶ߤⴕㅦᐲ߇ߔࠆะ߇ߺࠄࠇࠆߎߣޔ⍴ᤨ

ᣇะᕈߣታߦะߌߚ⺖㗴ࠍᢛℂߒߚޕ

㑆ߢᄢ㔐ߩ㒠ࠆၞߢߪᤨޔ㑆㒠㔐㊂߇ 5cm ࠍ߃ࠆ

㪉㪅㪉㩷 ౻ᦼᱠ▤ℂ㩷

ߣⴕㅦᐲૐᷫ₸߇ 50%⒟ᐲߦߥࠆߎߣޔ5%⒟ᐲߩ

ᱠߩ↪․ᕈ߿ᴪ․ᕈߥߤߦᔕߓߡޔㆡಾߥࠨ
ࡆࠬࡌ࡞ࠍ⸳ቯߔࠆߚߩ⠨߃ᣇࠍਛᔃߦߣࠅ߹

ਅࠅ൨㈩ㇱߦ߅ߡߪ㒠㔐ߩήߦࠃࠅⴕㅦᐲ߇ᄢ
߈ߊᄌൻߔࠆߎߣࠍᛠីߒߚޕ

ߣߚޕ

㪊㪅

એߩಽᨆߢޔ᳇⽎᧦ઙߣ⁁ߩታᘒߣߒߡឭଏߐ
ࠇߡࠆࠨࡆࠬߩ⒟ᐲ㧔ㅦᐲ㧕ࠍᢛℂߒߚ߇ࠄߐޔ

⺞ᩏ⚿ᨐ㩷

ߦ⁁ߢⷐߒߡࠆ▤ℂࠦࠬ࠻㧔㒰㔐߿ಓ⚿㒐ᱛߦ߆

㪊㪅㪈 ౻ᦼゞ▤ℂ䈱⺖㗴䈫ᣇะᕈ㩷

߆ߞߚࠦࠬ࠻㧕ߦߟߡ߽⺞ᩏߒߚ⚿ߩߘޕᨐⴕޔ

 ᣢሽ࠺࠲ߦၮߠߊታᘒߩᬌ⸽

ㅦᐲૐᷫ₸߇ᄢ߈▎ᚲ߶ߤࠦࠬ࠻Ⴧߣߥࠆะࠍ⏕

⁁ߩታᘒߣߒߡឭଏߐࠇߡࠆࠨࡆࠬߩ⒟ᐲࠍ

ߒߚ߇ޔㅢ㊂ߣࠦࠬ࠻ߣߩ㑐ଥߦߪ⋧㑐߇ߖ

ᬌ⸽ߔࠆߚޔ࿖ᴪߦ⸳⟎ߐࠇߡࠆ࠻ࡈࠖ࠶

ߥ߆ߞߚޔߚ߹ޕ㒠㔐㊂߮᳇᷷ߣࠦࠬ࠻ߣߩ㑐ଥߦ

ࠢࠞ࠙ࡦ࠲߮࠹ࡔ࠲ߥߤߩ࠺࠲ࠍᚻߒߚޕ

ߟߡߪࠆޔ⒟ᐲߩ⋧㑐߇ߺࠄࠇࠆ߇ޔၞߦࠃߞ

࠺࠲ࠍᚻߒߚὐߪޔർᶏ᧲ޔർޔർ㒽ࠍኻ⽎

ߡߪ⇣ߥࠆะࠍ␜ߔ႐ว߇ࠆߎߣࠍ⏕ߒߚޕ

ߦޔၞㅢ㊂Ⓧ㔐㊂Ფߦࠆ⒟ᐲߩะࠍᛠី

2)ᡷༀᣇ╷ߩᬌ⸛

ߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߦ㈩ᘦߒߡฦ㧞ὐߕߟㆬቯߒߚⴕޕㅦ

⁁▤ℂߩታᘒࠍᢛℂߔࠆߣޔၞߦࠃࠅ㒠㔐ߩ

ᐲߪޔ᳇⽎߿〝᭴ㅧߥߤߦᓇ㗀ߐࠇࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆ

ή㒠㔐㊂᳇᷷❑ᢿ൨㈩ߣߞߚⷐ࿃ߢࠨࡆࠬ

*1 ࿖ㅢ⋭࿖ᛛⴚ╷✚ว⎇ⓥᚲ〝ⓨ㑆㜞ᐲൻ⎇ⓥቶ

㧙㧙

-1 ⻉ᄖ࿖ߦ߅ߌࠆ⺧⽶ᄾ⚂ߩ․ᓽ
࿖ฬ

᭽

ᡰᛄࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ

ߘߩઁ․ᓽ

⠨

ࠬ࠙ࠚ࠺ࡦ

٤ㅢ㊂ߣ࿖ᣇߦᔕߓߚ⛽ᜬ▤ℂ╬⚖
ಽ
٤㆐ᚑߔߴ߈᳓Ḱߩⷙቯ()
㒠㔐ᤨ:ᦨᄢⓍ㔐ᷓ٤cmએਅߦᛥ߃ࠆࠃ߁
㒰㔐
㒠㔐ᓟ:٤ᤨ㑆એౝߦ㔐ߩߥ⁁ᘒߦᚯߔ
㒠㔎ᓟ:٤ᤨ㑆એౝߦ⦟ᅢߥᡂ⏕(ᡂ
ଥᢙ0.25એ)

٤ᬺ㊂ߢߪߥߊޔ᳇⽎᧦ઙ߿ᮡḰ⊛ߥ
ṖࠅᱛᢔᏓ㊂ߥߤ߆ࠄᡰᛄ㗵߇ቯ
⺧⽶ᬺ⠪ߪ⾌↪ࠍᷫߔࠇ߫⋉ࠍ
ߍࠄࠇࠆߚߊߴࠆߥޔല₸⊛ߥᣇᴺߢ
㒰㔐ࠍⴕ߁േᯏ߇ਈ߃ࠄࠇࠆ

٤⋙〈⠪ߦኻߔࠆᢎ⢒⸠✵
ߩలታ
٤▤ℂᄾ⚂ࠛࠕ߇600㨪
1000kmߢ⽶⺧ޔߦߣߞ
ߡ⋉߇߿ߔߣߐࠇߡ
ࠆ

⛽ᜬ▤ℂߩല
₸߇߇ࠅޔ
2001ᐕᐲߪ
1992ᐕᐲߦᲧ
ߴ⚂ޔ20%ߩ
ᡰᷫ㆐ᚑ

ࡈࠖࡦࡦ࠼

٤ㅢ㊂ߣ〝ⷙᩰ ਥⷐᣇߥߤ ߦ
ᔕߓߚ⛽ᜬ▤ℂ╬⚖ಽ
٤㆐ᚑߔߴ߈᳓Ḱߩⷙቯ()
ᡂଥᢙ:ㅢᏱߪ0.3ࠍ2ᤨ㑆એౝߦ࿁ᓳߔࠆ
〝ޔ㕙᷷ᐲ-6͠એਅߢߪ0.25એ
㒰㔐:㒠㔐ਛ߹ߚߪߘߩᓟߩᬺࠨࠗࠢ࡞
٤ᤨ㑆ਛߪᦨޔᄢⓍ㔐ᷓ٤cmએਅߦᛥ߃ࠆ
〝㕙ߩᐔမᕈ:ᐔမᕈ٤cmએࠍ߃ߡߪ
ߥࠄߥ

٤᭽ߦ␜ߐࠇߚ᳓Ḱߩ㆐ᚑߦኻߒߡᡰ
ᛄ
٤㆐ᚑߢ߈ߥ႐วߪࡍ࠽࡞࠹ࠖ߇⺖ߖ
ߖࠄࠇࠆ
٤৻౻ߩᮡḰ⊛ߥႮߣ⍾ߩ㊂ߩ㒢߇
ࠄࠇߡ߅ࠅޔ㒢߹ߢࠊߥߌࠇ߫ࡏ
࠽ࠬ߇ਈ߃ࠄࠇࠆ
ᬺ❣ㅪേߦࠃࠆᡰᛄߢࠆߚޔ᳃
㑆ߦࠃࠆഃᗧᎿᄦߦࠃࠆല₸ൻߩേᯏ߇
ਈ߃ࠄࠇࠆ

٤ᄾ⚂ᦼ㑆ߪ3㨪4ᐕ
٤⺧⽶ᬺ⠪ߪ〝⛽ᜬᄾ⚂
ᦠߩਛߢ␜ߐࠇߡࠆ▤ℂ
᳓Ḱࠍߤߩࠃ߁ߦ⸽ߔࠆ
ߩ߆ຠ⾰⸘↹ᦠߩឭ߇᳞
ࠄࠇࠆޕ〝ᐡߪߘߩຠ
⾰▤ℂࠪࠬ࠹ࡓ߇ᯏ⢻ߒߡ
ࠆ߆⋙ⷞߔࠆᓎഀ

ࠞ࠽࠳
ࠝࡦ࠲ࠝᎺ

٤Ꮊߩㅢ㊂ߦᔕߓߚ⛽ᜬ▤ℂ╬⚖ಽ
٤㆐ᚑߔߴ߈᳓Ḱߩⷙቯ()
㒠㔐ᓟ:〝㕙ߩቢో㔺߹ߢߩᦨᄢ⸵ኈ٤
ᤨ㑆߹ߢ
㒰㔐ᓟ:ታᣉၮḰ2cmએਅ

٤᭽ߦ␜ߐࠇߚ᳓Ḱߩ㆐ᚑߦኻߒߡᡰ
ᛄ
٤ၮḰࠍḩߚߒߡࠆ߆ߪ෩ߒߊᬌᩏߐ
ࠇޔḩߚߒߡߥ႐วߪᄾ⚂⎕᫈ࠍ
ߚ෩ߒ෩⟏߇⺖ߖࠄࠇࠆ

٤ၞ▤ℂߢߪޔᄢⷙᮨߥ
⺧⽶ડᬺ߇300㨪500kmߩ
〝⛽ᜬ▤ℂᬺോߩ߶ߣࠎ
ߤࠍ৻ߒߡ⺧⽶߁

ߩ⒟ᐲ㧔ㅦᐲ㧕߇⇣ߥࠆะߦࠅ▤ߦࠄߐޔℂߦᔅ

ࡦࠣߒ⽶⺧ޔᬺ⠪߇⚊ᓧߔࠆᐔߥᬌᩏ್ᢿ߇ߢ

ⷐߥࠦࠬ࠻ࠍⷞὐߦߒߡߺࠆߣޔᔅߕߒ߽㒠㔐㊂ߩᄙ

߈ࠆᜰᮡߩ⸳ቯ߇ᔅⷐߢࠆޔߦࠄߐޕԚ⺧⽶ᬺ⠪ߦ

ዋ߿ㅢ㊂ߩᄢዊߦᔕߓߚࠦࠬ࠻ߣߪߥߞߡߥὐ

ࠃࠆഃᗧᎿᄦ߇⊒ើߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߥᄾ⚂ᣇᴺߩᬌ⸛߇ᔅ

߇㗴ߣߒߡߍࠄࠇࠆޕ

ⷐߢࠆޕ

ߎߩⷐ࿃ߣߒߡߪߩ⁁ޔേၮḰߦࠃࠆᬺߦ߅
㪊㪅㩷 㩷 ౻ᦼᱠ▤ℂ䈱⺖㗴䈫ᣇะᕈ㩷

ߡߪޔᬺ㊂߇⸘᷹ߐࠇߡࠆ߇ᬺߩലᨐߦߟ
ߡߪ⹏ଔߐࠇߦߊߎߣ߇ᓇ㗀ߒߡࠆߣ⠨߃ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ᱠߪޔᒰၞߦ↢ᵴߔࠆ᳃ߦߣߞߡޔㅢൕޔ

⺧⽶ᬺ⠪ߩ┙႐߆ࠄߺࠇ߫ޔᄙߊߩ႐วޔേߩ್ᢿ

ㅢቇޔ‛⾈ޔᢔᱠ╬ߩᣣᏱ↢ᵴߦ߅ߡ᭽⊛⋡ߥޘ

߮ᬺ߇ᷓᄛߦߥࠆࠤࠬ߇ᄙߚޔታ⊛ߦ⥄

ߢ↪ߐࠇߡࠆޔߢߎߘޕ౻ᦼᱠߩ▤ℂ᳓Ḱߦߟ

ਥ್ᢿߦ㗬ࠄߑࠆࠍᓧߥㇱಽ߽ᄙࠃޔߚߩߘޕ

ߡߪޔᒰၞߩᱠ߇ߔߴ߈ᯏ⢻ࠍ߈ߜࠎߣ⊒

ࠅࠃࠍታⴕߔࠆߚߦ⚿ᨐߣߒߡࠝࡃࡢ

ើߢ߈ࠆࠃ߁ߦ⸳ቯߔߴ߈ߢࠆޔߚ߹ޕᱠ㒰㔐ߦ

ࠢߩᣇะߦേᯏ߇ߡߒ߹߁ะߦࠆߣᕁࠊࠇޔ

߅ߌࠆ〝✢ㆬቯߪޔㅢൕㅢቇߥߤߩ↪ㅜ߇ᦨఝవߣ

ߘߩߚߦឭଏߒߡࠆࠨࡆࠬ߇ၞߦࠃࠅ⇣ߥࠅޔ

ߥߞߡࠆߩ߇⁁ߢࠆ߇ޔㄭᐕߢߪࡃࠕࡈ

▤ℂߦᔅⷐߥࠦࠬ࠻ߦ߽ࡃ࠷ࠠ߇↢ߓߡࠆߣ⠨߃

߳ߩ࠾࠭ߣ৻⥌ߒߚㅢ߿∛㒮╬ߩᣉ⸳߳

ࠄࠇࠆޕ

ߩࠕࠢࠬ〝߽ఝవᐲ߇㜞ߊߥߞߡ߅ࠅޔᐢ▸ߥࠛ

ߎࠇߦኻߒߡ࠽ࠞޔ࠼ࡦࡦࠖࡈޔࡦ࠺ࠚ࠙ࠬޔ

ࠕࠍኻ⽎ߦᐢ▸ߥฃ⋉⠪ߦኻߒߡࠨࡆࠬ߇ឭଏߐࠇ

࠳ࠝࡦ࠲ࠝᎺߦ߅ߌࠆ⺧⽶ᬺ⠪ߣߩᄾ⚂ߢ․ᓽ⊛ߥ

ࠆࠃ߁ߦߥߞߡ߈ߡࠆޕ

ࠍ-1 ߦⷐ⚂ߔࠆࠄࠇߎޕᶏᄖ߆ࠄߺࠆߣޔ

ߘߩߚޔᒰᱠߩ↪⋡⊛ޔၞ߆ࠄ᳞ࠄࠇ

㆐ᚑߔߴ߈᳓Ḱ߇⸳ቯߐࠇߡ߅ࠅⷐޔ᳞᳓Ḱߩ㆐ᚑߦ

ࠆ࠾࠭ࠍ߽ߣߦޔ㒰㔐ኻ⽎ࠛࠕߣࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞

ኻߒߡ⺧⽶ᬺ⠪߳ߩᡰᛄ߇ⴕࠊࠇࠆߎߣ߇ၮᧄߣߥ

ߩ⸳ቯࠍⴕ߁ᔅⷐ߇ࠅޔᓟߪฦ〝✢ߩ㒰㔐ߩᔅⷐ

ߞߡࠆޔߦࠄߐޕ᳃㑆ߩഃᗧᎿᄦࠍᒁ߈ߔߚޔ

ᕈ߆ࠄߺߚቴⷰ⊛ߥℂ↱ࠍߔࠆ㒰㔐⸘↹߇ᔅⷐߦߥ

ᄾ⚂ᐕᢙ߽㐳ߊ▤ޔℂ㑆߽Ꮏᄦߦࠃࠅ⋉߇߿ߔ

ࠆޔߢߎߘޕ㒰㔐ኻ⽎ࠛࠕ߮ࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞ߩ⸳

ࠃ߁ߦᐢ▸ߥࠛࠕߢᄾ⚂ߐࠇߡࠆޕᡰᛄࠪࠬ

ቯࡊࡠࠬࠍ⏕ߦߔࠆߎߣࠍ⋡⊛ߦޔએਅߦߟߡ

࠹ࡓߦߟߡ߽ޔᬺ㊂ߢߪߥߊ᳇⽎᧦ઙߥߤ߆ࠄᡰ

ᬌ⸛ࠍⴕߞߚޕ

ᛄ㗵߇ࠄࠇࠆߥߤࠍ↪⾌ޔᷫߔࠇ߫⋉ߦߟߥ

Ԙᱠⴕࡀ࠶࠻ࡢࠢߩ⸳ቯ

߇ࠆߚല₸⊛ߥ▤ℂࠍⴕ߁േᯏ߇ਈ߃ࠄࠇߡࠆޕ

ԙᱠⴕⓨ㑆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆᤨ㑆Ꮺߩ⸳ቯ

એࠍ〯߹߃ޔ࿖ౝߦ߅ߌࠆᡷༀߩᣇะᕈߣታߦ

Ԛᱠⴕⓨ㑆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆ⁁ᘒߩ⸳ቯ

ะߌߚ⺖㗴ࠍᢛℂߔࠆߣޔԘ〝▤ℂ⠪ߣߒߡ⋡ᮡߣ

ԛࠨࡆࠬࡌ࡞ߩ⸳ቯ

ߔߴ߈ࠨࡆࠬ▤ℂ᳓Ḱࠍᬌ⸛⸳ቯߔࠆᔅⷐ߇

࿑ ߦ౻ᦼᱠⴕⓨ㑆ࠍ⏕ߔࠆߚߩᣇ㊎ࠍ

ࠅޔԙⷐ᳞᳓Ḱࠍ㆐ᚑߢ߈ߚ߆ߤ߁߆ࠍㆡಾߦࡕ࠾࠲

ࠆߦߚࠅޔᱠⴕࡀ࠶࠻ࡢࠢߩ⸳ቯ߆ࠄࠨࡆ

㧙㧙

ࠬࡌ࡞ࠍ⸳ቯߔࠆ߹ߢߩ⠨߃ᣇࠍ߹ߣ

 ᱠⴕࡀ࠶࠻ࡢࠢߩ⸳ቯ
ᱠⴕࡀ࠶࠻ࡢࠢߩ⸳ቯ

ߚޕએਅߦฦᲑ㓏ߦ߅ߌࠆⷐࠍࡈࡠߦ

ᱠⴕⓨ㑆⏕㊀ὐࠛࠕߩ⸳ቯ

ㇺᏒ᭴ㅧߦࠃࠅޔᄢ߹߆ߥ㊀ὐࠛ
ࠕ߇߹ࠆޕ

⏕〝✢ߩㆬቯ

ࡦࠨࠬ࠺࠲ߦࠃࠅ౻ᦼᱠⴕⓨ
㑆⏕〝✢ࠍㆬቯޕ

ᱠⴕⓨ㑆⏕ߦ߅ߌࠆ
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Challenges and Future Policies for Setting Winter Road Management Standards
N. Shioi
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Road Bureau, National Highway and Risk
Management Division, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan
E-mail: shioi-n8910@mlit.go.jp
K. Oka & K. Ikehara
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, National Institute for Land and Infrastructure
Management, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan
E-mail: oka-k87da@nilim.go.jp & ikehara-k92bc@nilim.go.jp
Abstract
In Japan, the aging of society is progressing rapidly, and in cold snowy regions in
particular, society is aging at a rate higher than the national average. The removal of snow
from sidewalks and from community roads formerly performed by households and regional
societies is now extremely difficult because of the aging, depopulation, and the resulting
weakened community consciousness of regional societies. Dependency on administrative
bodies for snow removal is gradually rising.
But because management standards for winter roads have not yet been
established for both vehicle lanes and sidewalks, there is fear that economically inefficient
road management will be performed in the future, as snow removal at locations with low
investment effectiveness is performed at the same level as that at locations with high
investment effectiveness.
In order to remove snow efficiently and effectively to achieve the final goal of
rational winter road management based on objective standards that conform to regional
characteristics, the setting of winter road management standards for both vehicle lanes
and sidewalks was studied.
KEY WORDS: Winter road management, management standards

1. CHALLENGES AND POLICIES FOR WINTER ROAD MANEGEMENT
1.1 State of services provided to road users
The state of the services that are now provided was studied using data obtained
by traffic counters installed on national highways (number of vehicles, traveling speed) and
weather telemeters (observations of air temperature, snowfall, wind speed, etc.). Here the
level of the service is represented by traveling speed.
1.1.1 Traveling speed according to whether snow is or is not falling
As shown by Figure 1, on roads with low traffic volumes, snowfall greatly reduces
the traveling speed, but it has been confirmed that as shown in Figure 2, on roads with
heavy traffic volumes, snowfall has little impact. The above has confirmed that the
tendency for traveling speed to fall varies not only according to weather conditions
(snowfall/no snowfall, snowfall quantity), but also according to the traffic volume.
1.1.2 Traveling speed according to road structure
As shown by Figure 3, at locations where the longitudinal gradient of the road is a
falling gradient (-5.2%), the rise of the continuous accumulated snow depth (cumulative
accumulated snow depth when snow falls continuously) is accompanied by a decline of
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the traveling speed. But as shown by Figure 4, at locations where the longitudinal gradient
is almost flat (-0.9%), until the continuous accumulated snow depth reaches 3cm, the
falling snow reduces the traveling speed, but above this depth, the traveling speed does
not decline. For the above reasons, it was confirmed that the road structure also causes
variation in the way the traveling speed declines.
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Figure 1 - Traveling Speed With and Without
Snowfall on Roads with Light Traffic Volume
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Figure 2 - Traveling Speed With and Without
Snowfall on Roads with Heavy Traffic Volume
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Figure 3 - Continuous Accumulated Snow
Depth and Traveling Speed at a Location
With a Falling Gradient (-5.2%)

















Continuous accumulated snow depth(cm)

Figure 4 - Continuous Accumulated Snow
Depth and Traveling Speed at a Location
With a Flat Gradient (-0.9%)

1.2 State of present management
As shown by Figure 5, the quantity of anti-icing chemical spread nationwide is
scattered from year to year regardless of the annual snowfall (average accumulated snow
depth). And as shown by Figure 6, the cost of snow removal is not a cost that is dependent
on traffic demand (traffic volume).
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Figure 5 - Quantity of Anti-icing
Chemical Spread Nationwide by Year

Figure 6 - Traffic Volume and Cost of
Snow Removal

1.3 Setting the service level according to needs
The winter road management level for vehicle lanes should be determined by
setting the service level according to the state of use by road users in the section and the
level they demand. For example, on major arterial roads that are essential for daily life and
economic activities, roads that provide the essential service of allowing access to roadside
facilities, and also on roads that are used for public transport including commuter busses
carrying workers and students, it is, of course, necessary to remove snow according to a
high service level.
1.4 Snow removal: present state and challenges
The present snow removal crew deployment standard is to begin snow removal
work when snow is falling and the snow depth has reached between 5 and 10 centimeters.
But the service is scattered because regardless of the fact that snow removal standards
should be set according to regional characteristics, there are locations where snow
removal is inadequate and others where excessive snow removal is done, because snow
removal in various regions is done according to uniform standards.
Consequently, under present circumstances, although snow removal work should
be done based on judgments of the level of service that is provided and what degree of
investment is appropriate to meet what level of needs, the work is done based on
individual subjective judgments according to the deployment standards and there is fear
that snow removal costs will rise sharply in the future. Efficient and effective winter road
management standards must be set as soon as possible.
1.5 Study of improvement policies
Problems with winter road management have been organized based on actual
conditions from the perspectives of road managers and of snow removal contractors.
¾ The problem for road managers is the fact that under present conditions, the work is
based on deployment standards and that although the quantity of work is measured, it
is difficult to evaluate its effectiveness
¾ The problem for snow removal contractors is that in many cases, deployment
decisions are made and the actual work is done late at night, so that in fact, these
must often be based on subjective judgments. This encourages overwork by crews
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attempting to do better snow removal work.
Based on the above facts, as policies to improve present management methods,
road managers must set goals and management levels that have to be satisfied in addition
to deployment standards, perform monitoring appropriately to determine whether or not the
goals have been reached, and set indices that permit correct evaluations. In the future, the
trial performance of such goal achievement type winter road management must be done
accompanied by efforts to improve present management methods. And as the next step,
the following studies must be done.
¾ Under present circumstances, road managers pay snow removal contractors
according to the quantity of work, but contract methods that will allow snow removal
contractors to apply their creativity will be studied.
¾ Under present circumstances, cost is not dependent on traffic demand (traffic volume)
but prioritizing investment according to each road’s traffic volume, the position of each
road in the network, and roadside conditions etc. will be studied.

2. WINTER SIDEWALK MANAGEMENT: CHALLENGES AND POLICIES
2.1 Winter sidewalk management guidelines
Sidewalks are used by residents of each region for a variety of purposes including
commuting to school or work, shopping, strolling and other daily activities. Winter sidewalk
management standards should, therefore, be set so that the sidewalks of a region can
properly provide their required functions. This means that the snow removal areas and
service levels must be set according to the purposes of use of the sidewalks and demands
by the region.
2.2 Meeting new needs required according to the social background
Roads on which snow is removed from sidewalks are selected with priority on
those used for commuting to and from school or work. But in recent years, there has been
a rise in the priority of roads that give access to public transport, hospitals, and other
public facilities that conform with the need for the removal of barriers to access, and
services are now provided to a wide range of beneficiaries in wider areas than before. And
social factors that have recently influenced winter pedestrian space include a decline of
people's ability to remove snow as the birth rate falls and society ages, the advance of
severe aging and depopulation, and the hollowing out of center urban districts. It is,
therefore, necessary to add the following to the present services.
¾ Ensuring access roads to medical treatment and other public facilities in regions with
advanced aging and depopulation
¾ Carefully planned snow removal to make up for the fall of the people's snow removal
capability as a result of the low birthrate and aging of society
2.3 Clarification of the process of setting snow removal areas and service levels
The areas where snow is removed are now being expanded. Assuming that new
needs will be satisfied in the future, snow removal plans based on objective reasons for
requiring snow removal on each road will be necessary. The process of setting snow
removal areas and the service level that are now being studied are introduced (Fig. 7).
(1) Setting a pedestrian network.
The first step in setting a pedestrian network is to generally clarify the priority
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areas where pedestrian space will be ensured within the region. Next the roads to actually
be ensured are selected based on the pedestrian volume obtained from a road traffic
census and the pedestrian zones that will ensure pedestrian space according to the
destinations of pedestrians are set.
(2) Setting the time periods to ensure pedestrian space
Assuming that the time periods when pedestrian space is ensured vary according
to the pedestrian network that is set as explained above, it is assumed that on a single
road, there are peak characteristics that vary between business days and
holidays/weekends. Consequently, the state of sidewalk use in each area is surveyed in
order to decide whether or not to ensure pedestrian space in each pedestrian zone at all
times, only in the morning and evening or only during the mid-day hours.
(3) Setting the state of pedestrian space
The width and state of the road surface ensured as pedestrian space are
tentatively set for each of the following definitions of service levels with reference to
existing standards and guidelines.
¾ Ensured (ensuring pedestrian space, minimum value): 1.5m
¾ Safety (ensuring safe pedestrian space, standard value): 2.0m
¾ Smoothness and comfort (ensuring smooth and comfortable pedestrian space): 3.0 to
3.5m or more
The road surface state is set tentatively as the road surface state that can ensure
the following based on the results of past studies according to pedestrian attributes.
¾ Elderly and physically handicapped people: remaining snow depth of 5cm or less,
gradient less than 5%
¾ Wheelchair users: remaining snow depth of 2cm or less, gradient of 3% or less
(4) Setting the service level
The service level is set by providing the state of pedestrian space in (3) during the
ensured time periods in (2). Table 1 organizes the service levels and state of pedestrian
space, but the service level is set with the traffic volume at peak times as the yardstick. But
considering actual conditions, in the area around sidewalks, added items such as the
occurrence of accumulation, puddles of water, piled snow and other road surface
conditions around major bus stops etc. will reduce the level of the service that is provided.
It is possible that for people who walk with difficulty, safe walking may not necessarily be
possible. Therefore, the service level is corrected according to additional items.
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(1)
(1) Setting
Setting the
the pedestrian
pedestrian network
network
Setting priority areas for
ensuring winter pedestrian
space

Roughly determining priority areas based on
urban structure

Selecting ensured roads

Selecting roads where pedestrian space will
be ensured based on census data

Determining
zones

Selecting winter pedestrian zones for
destinations (arrival points)

pedestrian

(2) Setting the time periods
when pedestrian space will
be ensured

(3)
(3) Setting
Setting the
the state
state of
of
pedestrian
pedestrian space
space
Setting width of pedestrian
space

Setting the state of the
road surface

Correction
based on
added items

Judgment of
work method
cost

Selecting characteristics of times
based on fact-finding surveys of
pedestrian networks
Full time: morning, mid-day, evening
Morning-evening: morning and evening
(commuting to school and work)
Daytime: mid-day (elderly, purpose of
use)
Width of pedestrian-only space in winter:
Setting the width in conformity with a
variety of walking speeds and walking
purposes based on 1.0m/person,
Ensured = 1.5m (1.0m: special values)
Safety = 2.0m
Smoothness and comfort = 3.0m to 3.5m
Setting road surface conditions that can
ensure safety permitting the provision of
traveling speed and purpose of travel
according to the attributes of pedestrians
(normal, elderly, physical handicapped,
children)

(4) Setting the service level

Deciding the space ensuring
guidelines

Resident consensus
formation

Determining the management
method

Administration/citizen
cooperation method

Figure 7 - Process of Setting the Snow Removal Area and Service Level
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Table 1 - State of Service Levels and Pedestrian Space (Proposed)

Service level

Basic traffic
volume (traffic
volume at peak
time)

State of pedestrian space
Road surface condition
Ensured space
width (m)

Remaining snow
depth(cm)

Unrestricted
50 people/hour or
less

1.5m (special
value 1.0m)

Safety

50 to 400
people/hour

2.0m

Smoothness
and comfort

400 people/hour
or more

Ensured

Application

Road surface
gradient (%)

5cm

Less than 5%

5cm

Less than 5%

5cm

Less than 5%

2cm

3% or less

There are no pedestrians who have
difficulty walking
There are elderly and physically
handicapped people

There are many elderly and physically
handicapped people

3.0 ~ 3.5m
There are wheelchair users

In the future, we wish to complete a practical concept by verifying the process of
actually setting the snow removal areas and service levels in the field. Study of its balance
with management cost is also scheduled.
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